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SUMMARY
The primary objective of this research program is to improve our
understanding of the physical processes occurring in the interaction of the solar
wind with Venus. This will be accomplishedthrough the use of numerical solutions
of the two- and three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations and
through comparisons of the computed results with available observations. A large
portion of this effort involves the study of processesdue to the presence of the
magneticfield and the effectsof massloading.
Data from the PioneerVenus Orbiter (PVO), as well as data from Venera 9 and
10 and other sources,have contributed to a growing understandingof the interaction
of the solar wind with an unmagnetizedbody such as Venus. The general picture
derived from the available data is that, for typical solar wind conditions, an
electrically conducting ionosphere deflects the supersonic solar wind around the
planet. A bow shock forms upstreamof the ionosphereand serves to slow, and also
assists in deflecting, the solar wind. The boundary separating the chocked and
magnetized solar wind plasma from the thermal ionosphereplasma is referred to as
the ionopause,and the region between the bow shock and the ionopause is referred
as the magnetosheath. The inner portion of the magnetosheathcontains a region of
enhancedmagnetic pressure referred to as the magnetic barrier. It is the physical
processesinvolved in these relatively large-scale interaction region as well as in the
downstreammagnetic tail that this work has application to.
The general approach that we use is to treat the planet as a solid, ideally
conducting electrical sphere. Consequently, the plasma velocity and magnetic field
are required to be parallel to the surface of the planet. The equations are solved in
time and space in a spherical coordinate system centered on the planet. A particular
simulation is obtained by maintaining predetermined, fixed solar wind conditions on
the dayside of the outer boundary. For given initial conditions the computation is
continued in time until the interaction of the specified solar wind with the planet
has reached an equilibrium in time. The spatial distribution of the initial velocity
and magnetic field are taken from the potential solutions for incompressible flow
over a sphere.
1. Scope of the investigation
The four specific research topics that have been investigated in detail to date
include (1) the study of bow shocks at unusually large distances from the planet, (2)
the effect of the interplanetary magnetic field direction and strength on the
interaction, (3) the effect of mass loading on the interaction for the special
orientation of the interplanetary magnetic field perpendicular to the flow velocity,
and (4) the effect of mass loading for other orientations relative to the flow velocity
and for other values of the plasma beta. Each of the four studies carried out are
described in more detail below. All of these results have been presented in
international or national meetings and published in journals.
2. Venus bow shocks at unusually large distances from Venus
Recent analysis of data from the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) has shown that

the bow shock often travels to unusually large distances from the planet when the
solar wind magnetosonicMach number is near unity. We suggest that distant bow
shocks can be explained as an integral part of the response of the global solar
wind/Venus interaction to anomalouslocal solar wind conditions that existed during
the time of these observations. The lower than normal plasma beta and
magnetosonic Mach number are in a parameter regime for which the usual fast-
mode bow shock close to the planet may not provide the necessary compression and
deflection of the solar wind. The solar wind conditions in the vicinity of Venus
become such that the usual fast MHD shock near the planet is no longer a stable
solution. The fast MHD shock is replaced by a shock configuration containing an
intermediate MHD shock over at least a portion of the shock front, and the resulting
configuration propagates upstream.
The MHD equations without explicit dissipation are used in this study. The
equations are solved numerically using the modified Lax-Wendroff scheme with a
smoothing term. In our simulations the planet is replaced by a cylinder aligned
along the z-axis in a cylindrical coordinate system. The z-axis is taken to be in the
ecliptic plane perpendicular to the Sun-Venus plane, and the MHD equations are
solved in the r-0 plane. The cylindrical approximation should retain the essential
physics for this problem.
Using MHD simulations we show that, for these conditions, the usual fast shock
is replaced by a bow shock consisting of an intermediate shock near the Sun-Venus
line and a fast shock at large distances from the Sun-Venus line. This composite bow
shock propagates upstream away from the planet at a low speed and appears to be
approaching a new equilibrium stand-off location at a large distance from the
planet. These results are published in the article entitled "Venus bow shocks at
unusually large distances from the planet" in Geophysical Research Letter, Vol. 20,
755-758, 1993.
. Three-dimensional MHD simulations of the interaction between Venus and the
solar wind
We have developed a three-dimensional, single-fluid, MHD code which has
successfully simulated the major qualitative features of the Venus-solar wind
interaction. We model the Venus obstacle as a hard, conducting sphere and the solar
wind as a single-fluid MHD plasma. We simulate the case in which the IMF is tilted
with respect to the incoming solar wind velocity at approximately the Parker spiral
angle; this is the first simulation of this particular case which includes all spatial
regions of the interaction. A realistic value of beta has also been used.
Our simulations show that a bow shock forms at a height above the ionosphere
close to the that deduced from Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) observations. A magnetic
barrier beneath the bow shock is found. The bow shock shows an asymmetry in the
terminator plane qualitatively similar to results obtained from PVO data analyses.
The magnetic field drapes over the planet and forms a two-lobed magnetotail. The
magnetic field configuration near the planet is very similar to that recorded by PVO
as well.
Our simulations have also produced several interesting results which seem to
have not been studied before. In the asymmetric 45 ° simulation the peak in the
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magnetic field buildup is shifted from the subsolar point toward the quasi-
perpendicular region of the shock. In contrast, the peaks in thermal pressure and
density are shifted toward the quasi-parallel region. In the near-tail region our
perpendicular simulation has established the possibility of magnetic reconnection.
These results are published in the article entitled "Three-dimensional MHD
simulations of the interaction between Venus and the solar wind" in Journal of
Geophysical Research, vol. 100, 21645-21658, 1995.
. 2-D Numerical simulations of mass loading in the solar wind interaction with
Venus
Numerical simulations are performed in the frame work of nonlinear two-
dimensional magnetohydrodynamics to investigate the influence of mass loading on
the solar wind interaction with Venus. A modified Lax-Wendroff scheme is used to
solve the equations in a spherical coordinate system. For these computations the
detailed chemistry of the ionosphere is neglected, and the planet is treated as a
conducting sphere. Numerical computations have been performed to study the effect
of mass loading and the IMF strength on the magnetic barrier and the general
configuration of the magnetic tail. The IMF orientation included in this study is
parallel to the solar wind flow.
The principal physical features of the interaction of the solar wind with the
atmosphere of Venus are presented. The formation of the bow shock, the magnetic
barrier, and the magnetotail are some typical features of the interaction. The
deceleration of the solar wind due to the mass loading near Venus is an additional
feature. The effect of the mass loading is to push the shock farther outward from the
planet. The influence of different values of the magnetic field strength on the
plasma evolution is considered.
The main results are the following: The mass loading increases the mass
density in the overall region, except the terminator and tail where the mass density
depletion occurs as a consequence of the nonlinearity action. The mass density
depletion is larger for a higher beta. As a consequence of this reduction, the plasma
flow, pressure, and temperature are reduced. This scenario depends, however, on the
value of the plasma beta. It was found that for beta = 0.1 both the plasma pressure
and the temperature are increased at the dayside by the mass loading.
These results were published in the article entitled "Numerical simulations of
mass loading in the solar wind interaction with Venus" in Journal of Geophysical
Research, Vol. 101, 2547-2560, 1996.
5. 3-D Numerical modeling of the solar wind interaction with Venus
The large scale (global) interaction of atmosphere of Venus with the
surrounding medium is numerically simulated in the framework of 3-dimensional
magnetohydrodynamics. This study extends the analysis described in Section 4 into
the case of the IMF perpendicular to the solar wind flow. The numerical simulations
have been carried on for a long time which allow us to believe that the simulation
approached a quasi-steady state.
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The simulations are performed for the case of the interplanetary magnetic
field perpendicular to the solar wind flow. The model reproduces several features of
the interaction predicted by earlier theories and observations. The solar wind
interaction with Venus is characterized by the mass loading of the solar wind with
heavy oxygen ions which are produced by the photoionization of neutrals in the
extensive ionosphere. This mass loading slows down the solar wind and ultimately
leads to the formation of a magnetic barrier and a magnetotail. The location of the
bow shock is barely affected by different values of the magnetic field strength. The
numerical results indicate that the presence of mass loading causes the bow shock to
move outward from the planet but not so far as observed at Venus during the period
of maximum solar activity.
The perpendicular case, although similar in some aspects, differs in a general
behavior to the parallel case. In particular, it is found that the plasma dynamics is
hardly affected by the strength of the magnetic field which originated from the
solar wind. The location of the bow shock is virtually the same for different values
of the plasma beta. The IMF lines pile up against the atmospheric plasma and drape
over the planet to form a magnetotail with two lobes of opposite magnetic polarity
separated by a plasma sheet. The parallel magnetic field causes the plasma dynamics
to be highly sensitive to the value of the plasma beta.
These results were published in the article entitled "Numerical modeling of
the solar wind interaction with Venus" in Planetary Space Science, Vol. 44, 243-252,
1996.
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VENUS Bow SHOCKS AT UNUSUALLY LARGE DISTANCES FROM THE PLANET
R. S. Steinolfson and S. Cable
Department of Space Sciences. Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas
Abstract. Recent analysis of data from the Pioneer Venus
Orbiter tPVO) has shown that the bow shock often travels to
unusually large distances from the planet when the solar wind
magnetosoulc Mach number is near unity. We suggest that
distant bow shocks can be explained as an integral part of the
response of the global solar wind/Venus interaction to the
anomalous local solar wind conditions that existed during the
time of these observations. The lower than normal plasma
beta and magnetosonic Mach number are in a parameter
regime tor which the usual fast-mode bow shock close to the
planet may not provide the necessary compression and
deflection of the solar wind. Using MI-ID simulations we
show that, for these conditions, the usual fast shock is
replaced by a bow shock consisting of an intermediate shock
near the Sun-Venus line and a fast shock at large distances
from the Sun-Venus line. This composite bow shock propa-
gates upstream away from the planet at a low speed and
appears to be approaching a new equilibrium stand-off
location at a large distance from the planet.
Introduction
For typical solar wind conditions the Venus bow shock is
located within or near one radii (IL,) of the planet surface
along the Sun-Venus line. However, for low magnetosonic
Mach numbers during two orbits of PVO the bow shock was
observed out to approximately 12 R_ away fron the planet at
a 45* angle from the Sun-Venus line for one orbit and at 11
IL above the terminator for the other [Russell and Zhang,
1992]. These low magnetosonic Mach numbers were due
primarily to an enhanced interplanetary magnetic field (about
a factor of 3 larger than more typical values) and also to a
reduced solar wind density (about a factor of 3 lower than
normal). Neither the solar wind speed nor the temperature
deviated appreciably from average values; hence, the sound
Mach number remaaned near a typical value. As a result, the
plasma beta was lower than normal and most likely became
less than or even much less than unity. The plasma beta can
be written in terms of the Alfvdn Mach number Mb and the
sound Mach number M, as _=2(M_M,)Z/y. The polytropic
index (ratio of specific heats) "/is generally taken as 5/3. In
a low-beta environment (13< 1) the fast-mode magnetosonic
Mach number becomes equal to the Alfvdn Mach number for
parallel propagating shocks.
Russell and Zhang [1992] estimated that the Alfv_n and
magnetosonic Mach numbers were unity to within their
ability to measure them. For a temperature of 105 *K and a
solar wind speed of 500 km/sec (typical of conditions during
their observations), the sound Mach number becomes approxi-
mately 9.5. Consequently, the plasma beta is about 0.013. For
more usual solar wind conditions near Venus beta would have
a value near 1.5.
We suggest that a possible explanation for the above
erratic behavior of the bow shock is that the solar wind
Copyright 1993 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 93GL00839
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conditions in the vicinity of Venus become such that the
usual fast MHD shock near the planet is no longer a stable
solution. The fast MI-ID shock is replaced by a shock
configuration containing an intermediate MHD shock over at
least a portion of the shock front, and the resulting configura-
tion propagates upstream.
Formation of Intermediate Shocks in CMEs
We begin by noting the similarity between bow shocks
formed in the interaction of the solar wind with Venus and
shocks formed ahead of CMEs in the solar corona (illustrated
for the formation of fast shocks in the schematic in Figure 1).
The analogy is most apparent when the north-south compo-
nent of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMP) is small as
assumed in the figure. The bow shock under normal condi-
tions is approximately stationary in the laboratory frame,
while the shock ahead of a CME propagates out through an
expanding plasma. The similar behavior for the two examples
of shock formation is most apparent in the rest frame of the
individual shocks. A spiral component for the IMP (perpen-
dicdar to the figure) would not dramatically influence the
analogous behavior for the two situations. Clearly, the
essential physics should be similar for the two cases even for
small north-south or spiral components of the IMF.
For given values of the shock speed and upstream condi-
tions, the MIID shock-jump (Rankine-Hugoniot) equations
reduce to a cubic polynomial and formally allow three
physically realistic shock solutions with an entropy rise (slow,
intermediate and fast shocks). It was long believed that
intermediate shocks did not exist in nature and were nonevo-
lutionary or extraneous [e.g., Kantrowitz and Petschek, 1966].
Bow
V_m
Shoc_
Fig. 1. A schematic illustrating the similarity between (a) the
formation of a fast MHD bow shock in the interaction of the
solar wind with Venus and (b) the formation of a fast MHD
shock ahead of a CME propagating out through the solar
corona.
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Recent studies, however, lend support to the possibility that
they may not be extraneous [e.g., Wu.-1990]. Steinolfson anti
Hundhausen [1990] show that intermediate shocks are
necessary to provide a smooth and continuous transition from
fast shocks to slow shocks with decreasing CME speec.
An important difference between the three types of MHD
shocks is the effect that the shock has on the component of
the magnetic field perpendicular to the shock normal. This
component maintains the same direction across both slow and
fast shocks. It increases in magnitude across a fast shock and
decreases in magnitude across a slow shock. That is. fast
shocks bend the magnetic field toward the shock plane, and
slow shocks bend the magnetic field away from the shock
plane. The perpendicular component of the magnetic field
reverses direction across an intermediate shock, and the field
magnitude may either increase or decrease.
In order for a particular type of shock to form. the shock
speed (or solar wind speed in the case of bow shocks) must
exceed the respective linear wave speed upstream of the
shock. The wave speeds depend on the angle 0 between the
shock normal and the upstream magnetic field. For the
relatively idealized configurations shown in Figure 1. the
relevant wave speeds are close to the values for parallel
shock propagation. The slow speed reduces to the sound
speed at parallel propagation, and the t_t speed becomes the
Alfv_n speed. The intermediate speed also reduces to the
All'yen speed at parallel propagation when 13<1. Consequently,
for the physical conditions we are interested in. intermediate
shocks only form when the Alfv_n Mach number is larger
than 1 (Mb>l).
As shown by Steinolfson and Hundhausen 11990], there is
also a maximum Alfv_n Mach number for which intermediate
shocks may form given by M2_,c,,,= [_l-I])+l]/('y-l), where
I] is the value upstream of the shock. This expression was
derived by Kennel and Edmiston [1988] as the maximum
value for the formation of switch-on shocks. However, the
formation of switch-on shocks and the formation of interme-
diate shocks are intimately related [Steinolfson and Hund-
hausen. 1990]. As noted in the introduction, for small values
of _ (=10"2-10"l) the sound Mach number may be large even
though the Alfv_n Math number is relatively small (near
unity). The maximum value of M, :,,, occurs at 13--0,in which
case it has a value of 2 for _5/3. so the shock speed cannot
be too high. Intermediate shocks do not exist at all for 13>1.2.
The net result is that intermediate shocks form when the
CME shock Alfv(_n Mach number is in the range 1 < Mb <
Mb,.,,,. By analogy, the solar wind Alfv6n Mach number must
be in the above range for intermediate shocks to form alon_
a portion of the bow shock. This is exactly the paramemc
regime of the solar wind parameters for both 13and Mb when
the distant bow shocks were observed at Venus.
When intermediate shocks do form near the leadinv edve
of CMEs. the shock front has the configurauon shown'in t[ae
schematic in Figure 2 [Steinolfson and Hundhausen. 1990f
The shock is assumed to be propagating verticallv along the
vertical magnetic field in the figure. The central" poruon of
the shock front that is bowed downward away from the
direction of travel (between the two switch-on shocks)
contains the intermediate shocks. The shocks at the l]anks
beyond the switch-on shocks are fast shocks, and a gas
dynamic shock exists at the point ot parallel propagation at
the center of the shock front.
MHD Simulation of Distant Bow Shocks
The MHD equations without explicit dissipation are used
:n this stutlv. The equauons are solved numerically usm_ the
Fig. 2. A schematic illustrating the shape of a CME shock
front when an intermediate MHD shock forms along a portion
of the shock front. The lines with an arrow at the top indicate
magnetic field lines, and the parallel curved lines are the
shock front. The shock is travelling vertically along the
uniform and parallel magnetic field lines. Note that the
component of the magnetic field perpendicular to the shock
normal reverses direction across the intermediate shock
portion of the shock front located between the two switch-on
shocks at parallel propagation.
modified Lax-Wendroff scheme given by Rubin and Burstein
[1967] with a smoothing term suggested by Lapidus [1967].
In our simulations the planet is replaced by a cylinder aligned
along the z-axis in a cylindrical coordinate system. The z-axis
is taken to be in the ecliptic plane perpendicular to the Sun-
Venus line. and the MHD equauons are solved in the r.0
plane. This cylindrical approximation should retain the
essential physics for this problem, although more realistic
simulations would, of course, use a three-dimensional
geometry.
The simulation is carried out for a cross-section of a
cylindrical annulus lying between an inner radial boundary at
the surface of the planet R,, and an outer radial boundary
taken to be at 15 R,. The 0 axis is selected so that 0=0* is
directed toward the Sun along the Sun-Venus line. The solar
wind velocity and IMF are chosen such that the physical
quantifies are either symmetric (for p, p, u,., B,) or anti-
symmetric (for %, Bo) about the 0=0* and the 0=180" axes so
the computation must be computed only for the numerical
box given by R, _<r _<15 R,, and 0* < 0 < 180". The angular
grid spacing is 1.5°. and the radial spacing is 0.15 IL, giving
a grid of 122 by 95. The plasma velocity and magnetic field
are required to be parallel to the surface of the planet, and
zero-order radial extrapolation is used to determine the
thermodynamic quantities on the planet surface. The physics
and chemistry of the ionosphere should not be significant tor
the present study and are not included. Solar wind conditions
are maintained on the dayside of the outer radial boundary,
and zero-order extrapolation along the local flow direction is
used to update values on the nightside.
The simulation is initiated without the magnetic field with
the solar wind thermodynamic conditions specified throughout
the numerical box and the solar wind velocity specified
everywhere beyond r=2R.,. When this gas dynamic computa-
tion reaches a dynamic equilibrium, the initial magnetic field.
as given by the potential flow solution for flow over a
cylinder, is specified at every grid point. The time-dependent
computation is then restarted and follows the solution as far
in time as desired.
The results of two separate simulations are shown below.
For the first one the solar wind conditions are such that 13 is
near the typical value of 1.5 and is therefore too large for
intermediate shocks to form. The magnitude of the IMF is
increased for the second computation so that 13is in the range
for which intermediate shocks may form. All physical values
except the IMF magnitude are the same for the two simula-
:ions. The solar ,,vmtl speed is large enough that M_ is in the
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appropriaterangefor intermediateshockformationat the
lowervalueof 13.Thevaluesthatarethesameforthetwo
studiesareV=,,=550kmlsec,n_w=5cm3,T_,,=IO_°K.and
M,=IO.6.The values for the high 13study are Bo--4.8 nT,
Mb=l 1.7, 13=1.5, and those for the low 13study are Bo=50 nT.
Mb=l. 1, 13=0.014.
The density contours for the low-beta case when an
intermediate shock is not formed are given in Figure 3. The
solution has been run long enough that the shock, which is
now a fast shock, has come to an equilibrium position ahead
of the planet. At large distances from the planet the shock
becomes very weak.
The solution in Figure 3 is in sharp contrast to that for the
lower value of beta shown in Figure 4. This solution is not in
dynamic equilibrium (see below) and has evolved for a total
of 122 Alfv_n times since the magnetic field was introduced
into the solution. The Alfv6n time is determined from the
Alfv_n speed computed using the above parametric values
and the Venus radius. The bow shock has now taken on an
almost planar shape with a depression near the Sun-Venus
line that is concave away from the planet. This shape for the
shock front is characteristic of one containing an intermediate
shock in the concave portion as shown in the schematic in
Figure 2.
The density rise at the leading edge of the disturbance near
the Sun-Venus line in Figure 4 divides away from the Sun-
Venus line into one density increase due to the bow shock
Fig. 3. Density contours for the high beta simulation dis-
cussed in the text. The density is normalized to the constant
initial value, and the contours are from 0.3 to 3.3 in incre-
ments of 0.3.
Fig. 4. Density contours tor the low beta simulation discussed
in the text Isee the caption for Figure 31. The density con-
tours are from 0.5 to 3.9 in increments of 0.2. The dashed
box on the densay contours locates the boundary used for the
plot of magnetic field lines in Figure 5. The small flat poruon
of the density contours near the Sun-Venus line is indicative
L_fthe finite grid spacing.
_mda s_¢ond that extends downstream. The second rise is just
a remnant of the ongmal increase due to the fast shock as in
Figure 3. The density distribution behind the planet also
changes dramatically as the solution changes from that in
Figure 3 with the usual fast shock solution to that in Figure
4 with an upstream propagating shock. The larger density
downstream of the planet in Figure 4 is due to material that
remains there as the downstream velocity decreases when the
shock begins propagating upstream.
The magnetic field lines within the dashed box marked on
Figure 4 are shown in Figure 5. The plot routine used to
make this plot simply fits curves through local values of the
magnetic field and arbitrarily begins and ends the curves so
these curves should not be interpreted as being actual
continuous field lines. The approximate location of the shock
fronL as determined by the density rise in Figure 4, is
sketched on the field lines. Along the dashed portion of the
shock front the shock clearly has the effect on the magnetic
field lines expected for an intermediate shock (the component
parallel to the shock front reverses direction). The shock is a
fast shock along the solid part of the indicated shock front,
and a switch-on shock separates the intermediate and fast
shocks at the approximate location of the solid dot.
As mentioned above, the solution in Figure 4 is not in
dynamic equilibrium. The shock front is travelling upstream
and is slowly decelerating. For the 24 Alfv6n times betore the
time used for Figure 4, the shock was propagating at an
average speed of 20 km/sec, and for 73 Alfv_n times prior to
that it was propagating at an average speed of 25 km/sec. It
is not clear why the shock travels upstream, although it is
probably related to the fact that the intermediate shock may
not be as capable of reducing the solar wind momentum as a
fast shock, and consequendy the stand-off distances increases.
The numerical box has not been made large enough to allow
the shock to reach an equilibrium position, if it indeed
eventually will. Such issues are naturally important to fully
understand the physics of these solutions, although their study
would have more relevance for the case of flow over a sphere
than that over a cylinder.
At large distances from the Sun-Venus line in Figure 4,
the shock becomes a fast shock and is much weaker than it
is closer to the Sun-Venus line where it is an intermediate
shock. Such a weak shock at large distances is in general
agreement with the weak shock observations reported in
Russell and Zhang [1992]. The fast shock primarily deflects
the magnetic field and velocity, while the intermediate shock
compresses and slows the solar wind.
• , /./"
F
Fig. 5. Representative magnetic field lines within the dashed
box on Figure 4. The curve indicates the approximate location
of the shock as determined by the leading edge of the density
increase.
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Discussion
Studiesoftheformation of MHD shocks near the leading
edge of CMEs have indicated that the type of shock formed
depends on the plasma beta upstream of the shock ar.d the
magnetosonic Mach number of the shock relative to the
upstream flow speed [e.g., Steinolfson and Hundhausen. 1990:
Steinoltson. 1992]. By analogy, any dependencies c,n the
paramemc values found for shocks in CMEs should also exist
in the case of bow shocks.
The CME studies suggest that the parametric values (beta
and magnetosonic Match number) during the distant Venus
bow shock encounters reported by Russell and Zhang [ 1992]
may be such that the more usual fast MHD bow shock near
the planet is not a possible solution. Instead, we hypothesize
(subject to two caveats discussed below) that the fast shock
should be replaced by a shock front containing an intermedi-
ate shock near the Sun-Venns line and a fast shock at large
distances from the Sun-Venus line with a switch-on shock
separating the intermediate and fast shocks. Furthermore, the
shock front should be concave away from the planet over the
portion of the front containing the intermediate shock.
Having hypothesized that such a change in the shock types
and configuration may occur when the solar wind conditions
are similar to those during the observed distant bow shocks,
we per/ormed global MHD simulations to investigate this
conjecture. As expected, the shock front consisted of the
multiple shock types (switch-on, intermediate and fast) with
the anticipated concave shape. The composite shock front
propagated slowly upstream, and it is because of this move-
ment of the shock front that the distant bow shock observa-
tions can be explained. From the simulations performed to
date, it is not clear if the shock is simply moving to a new
(large) stand-off distance. The shock appears to be decelerat-
ing as it travels upstream, and the numerical box may not
have been large enough to allow the shock to reach a
dynamic equilibrium position. In this parameter regime it is
evident that the bow shock location is extremely sensitive to
relatively small changes in the solar wind conditions. Addi-
tional simulations are needed to examine this sensitivity as
well as to better understand the physics governing the
upstream propagation and whether an equilibrium stand-off
distance is always obtained.
Although the distant shock behavior reported by Russell
and Zhang [1992] and that in the present simulations are
qualitatively similar, there are at least two distinctions that
deserve comment. First, our simulations are two-dimensional
while the solar wind interaction with a planet is clearly, in the
global sense, a three-dimensional phenomenon. However, the
essential physics responsible for the transition from the usual
fast shock solution to one with intermediate shocks near the
point of parallel propagation is not three-dimensional. It is
certainly true that the global ramifications of this shock
transition would differ in a three-dimensional simulation trom
that computed in a two-dimensional such as that used here.
The important point, though, is that the necessary, physics ts
included in our simulation.
Second, at least two of the shocks reported by Russell and
Zhang were quasi-perpendicular with angles between the
shock normal and upstream magnetic field of 61" and 79*
(based on the coplanartty assumption), while the upstream
propagating bow shock in the simulations is quasi-parallel. As
described in the paper, local quasi-parallel propagation is
required to make the transition to the traveling shock front
containing an intermediate shock. Even in the more realistic
case with an azimuthal component of the magnetic field, there
would still be some location on the shock envelope where the
bow shock is quasi-parallel and all of the logic and results of
the present study would apply. The angle between the shock
normal and the upstream magnetic field at any location
naturally depends on local conditions. It is certainly conceiv-
able that the necessary quasi-parallel propagation exists at one
location and that the shocks could still be quasi-perpendicular
at the locations reported on by Russell and Zhang. The
present work must be viewed as basically a feasibility study,
and more extensive simulations including the third dimension
arc needed to examine the generality and applicability of our
results in more realistic global environments.
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Three-dimensional MHD simulations of the interaction
between Venus and the solar wind
S. Cable
Depaxtment of Physlcs.Science University of Tokyo
R.S. Steinolfson
AuroraScienceIncorporated,San Antonio, Texas
Abstract. We have developed a three-dimensional, single-fluid, MHD code which has
successfully simulated the major qualitative features of the Venus- solar wind interac-
tion. A bow shock forms at a height above the ionosphere close to that deduced from
Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) observations. The bow shock shows an asymmetry in
the terminator plane qualitatively similar to results obtained from PVO data analyses.
The magnetic field drapes over the planet and forms a two-lobed magnetotail. The
magnetic field configuration near the planet is very similar to that recorded by PVO as
well. We model the Venus obstacle as a hard, conducting sphere. We simulate the case
in which the IMF is tilted with respect to the incoming solar wind velocity at approxi-
matelv the Parker spiral angle; this is the first simulation of this particular case which
includes all spatial regions of the interaction.
1. Introduction
The observed features of Venuss interaction with the
solar wind have not vet been treated together in a single
comprehensive model. Most models of the interaction
have treated it as a gasdynamics process and have sim-
plified the structure of the plasma flow in the tail re-
gion bv attaching an infinite "'extension" to the Venus
obstacle (Spre2ter and Stahara. 1980: Moore et al. .
1991]. These approaches are a necessary first step in
understanding the interaction. However. ga_dynamics
models have severe iimitations. Thev will never repro-
duce oi)served phenomena such as the magnetic barrier
behind the bow shock iZhanq ctal.. 1991] or magnet-
ically produced asymmetries in the terminator plane
shock configuration [e.g. Russell ,:t al.. 1988]. Also.
effectively extending the nightside of the Venus obsta-
cle makes impossible the study of the near-tail region.
where we can expect the solar wind flow to be most com-
plex and where magnetic reconnection is most likeh, to
take place.
A model which offers improved understandinz of the
tail region of Venus l as weil as other nonmagnetized
bodies impacted bv the solar wind) has been devel-
oped by Luhmmm and Schwingenschuh [LM_mann _lnti
Schwznqen,schuh, i990: L_Mn, ann. 1990: Luhmanrl ,t
,tl.. 1991}. Itere the flow outside the tail region i_ cai-
culated from a gasdvnamies model like those referred
I 'oOyn_ht 1!)95 by ,he American (;oopnysicai ('rfion.
Paper numi_er _5.J,\lJ217I.
'_14_-0227'95,95.1,\-_)2"71-1)%kj()
to above, while the flow inside the tail is calculated
by fitting a model of a comet tail inside the obstacle.
-['his model includes effects of mass loading from the
\'onus ionosphere. It gives good agreement wirh Pho-
has measurements of the magnetic field armmd .Mars
[Luhmann et al.. 1991] at distances outside the solar
wind bow shock. However. the above mentioned effects
of the magnetic field on the interaction still cannot be
studied. Also. a single comprehensive model for the
entire interaction is still desirable.
The first three-dimensional MHD simulation of the
iateraction is that of Wu {19921. \\'usinmlared riw bow
-hock of a haxd. conducting sphere in an 5IHD fluid. A
magnetic barrier was seen to form. and slight _vnune-
tries in the bow shock caused by the iuterplanetarv mag-
netic field (IMF) were detected. However. the plasma d
: i.e.. ratio of the thermal pressure to magnetic pressure )
in this simulation was lmrealisticallv high (¢ _ 8/. the
tail region was not simulated, and no account w;_.s taken
of mass ioading.
The first rkree-(fimensional MHD simulation of the
Vonus-solm- wind interaction which treated all spatial
-egions of the interaction in a single model was i',_ naka's
r19931 recent simulation. Like Wu [1992]. Taamka treats
a hard. conducting sphere in an MHD fluid. A magnetic
barrier is formed, the magnetic field clearh' _lrapes over
the planet, and complex flow in the near-rail re_ion is
observed.
in this paper we report the results of simulations we
have made with a three-dimensional .X[HD coqe. Like
Wu [19921 and Yar_aka [1993]. we model the V,,nus iono-
sphere as a hard. conducting sphere and the solar wind
as a _mMe-fluid MHD plasma. Some illlI)Ol'r;lllt I)ilvsics
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of the problem is neglected in ei:is aDDrox_mation. \\%
:viii not see effects from mass ioadin_ in the tail [Brace
et al.. 1987], and the configurations of the shock and
magnetic barrier can be reproduced with only limited
accuracy without the ionosphere. However. this hard
sphere model is an improvement over extending the tail
of the obstacle, since it allows study of the near-tail re-
gion. In the future this approach can be supplemented
with mass loading to give a better approximation of the
ionosphere.
Our computational method differs greatly from
Tanaka's [1993]. He evolved the MHD equations on
an unstructured mesh. while we use irregular spherical
coordinates. Our time-stepping schemes are quite dif-
ferent as well. This. in and of itself, gives our code mad
simulations value: it is desirable to have more than one
numerical realization of the same physical phenomenon.
since numerical studies are often fraught with hazard
and doubt. Further. we have improved the resolution
near the surface of the planet at the price of restricting
the size of our computational volume. This restriction
in volume does not significantly ,'fffect the results we ob-
tain. as will be discussed below: the only real sacrifice
we have made here is that wo are unable to study the far
downstream region. \\% aiso simulate the Venus-solar
wind interaction in the case where the IMF is tilted at
an angle of 45 ° with respect re the incoming solar wind
velocity. This case was studied bv Wu [19921. but. as
stated above, the value of d was unrealistically high and
no attempt was made to include the tail region. This is
the first time that all spatial re_ons of this asymmetric
case have been simulated ,'rod that a realistic _'alue of d
has been used.
2. Numerical Method
2.1. Algorithm
Our sinmlation code _oives the three-dimensional.
nonlinear, ideal MHD e(!uatmns:
Op
0-7 + V'. Ovl =,} (1}
O(pv)
Ot _ r'. (pw) + V'p
1
- _--_ IV". ,BBI- krBq =0 ,2)
.)
0B
Ot V" x Iv x B) = _ _:3)
,) pF" I) D z
.4- _,Ot t 2 - 1 ' _.:r
+V {(lv, --' _ 1-v,v
: l}4- 77:B × :v × Bt = i_. 4)
where p is the mass ,tensity. :,, it, the rhermai pressure.
v is rim fluid voiocitv, amt B i- :!:,,maaner:c fiol(t.
\Ve use the modified Lax-Wondroff scheme deveioDed
i_ -Rubzn r_nd Burstem (1967] to time step these en'ua-
tions. A fourth-order smoother and a smoothing term
suggested bv Lap_dus {1967] are added to inhibit numer-
ical instabilities.
We evolve the equations in spherical coordinates with
the 0 = 0 axis directed toward the Sun. Spherical coor-
dinates allow us to pack grid points more densely neat
the planet's surface, where the most dramatic cl:an_
in the fluid flow occur. Near the planet's surface, rn,
grid spacing is about 0.017 Rv. The grid spacing in
creases smoothly so that about 30 grid points lie be-
tween the planet's surface at 1 Rv and a radius of 1.5
Rv. The 0=0 axis (the Cartesian z axis) points from
the center of" Venus toward the Sun. The y axis (i.e..
O = rr/2. O = rr/2) lies in the direction of v_xlR_, v_
and B_ being the incoming, unperturbed solar wind
velocity and magnetic field, respectively. The x axis
(O = rr/2. o = 0) completes the right-had)tied coordinate
system. I An alternative way of stating this is that the x
a.'ds is aligned so that v.-¢ and B-_ are both contained
in the x-: plane, and the _1 avis completes the right-
handed coordinate system. I This coordinate svtem wa
bv far the most straightforward to code and is'certaaniv
the system of choice for giving a clear explaamtion of our
algorithms. Unfortunately. it is not the coordinate sys-
tem in which most obser_'ations of the \"enus-solar wind
interaction have been expressed in the literature. The
results of our computations will be presented therefore
in different coordinates, as will be discussed below.
The momentum conservation 12) requires some extra
attention. The term
can be written
1
--V. (BB}
4rr
1
_(B. VB + BV. BI.
BV. B is i_ienticailv zero in nature, tn numerical .qm-
ulations sucit a._ ours. however. V. B can become large
enough to produce sizable, nonphysical forces directed
along the magnetic field lines.
We have trundled this difficulty by" periodically sub-
tracting the [)art of the magnetic field which cont::ibutes
to g" - B. This is accomplished as follows: the magnetic
field cat: be thought of as composed of two pieces.
B=Br+Bn
where V" x B =l'- ×B, and V" B = V.B4. The held
B4 is therefor, rile _radienr ot a potential 'I).
V-'q>=r- B._=V.B.
We solve this -quaxion for ,P. then find B, by subtract-
ing V_ from B:
B _ B., = B- V,K
The potential ,[, is obtained by a s,tccessiv. ,vor-
:'eta_xarion :-_ lq,i :nerno(i rt:at we ,i,,vf,ioo(,d t>v a,m:_r-
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hag the SOR metnod of Press ,:r, al. [1992] to spnericai
coordinates wirn irregular grid spacing.
The vaiues of all quantities at the inflow bounciarv
(_ < 90 °) za'e set bv input and held fixed throughout
the time of the simulation. Quantities on the cutflow
boundary I_ > 90 °) are determined by first-order ;,nter-
polation from tim interior in such a way that 0/_: = _1
for all quantities I : representing the Cartesian axis iy[ng
along the _ = I}line). The outer radius of the simulation
box is 3 By.
The plane containing the incoming velocity and mag-
netic field vectors is a plane of reflective symmetry, so
we need simulate no more than one hemisphere of the
entire spherical volume of the system. Reflective bound-
dry conditions hold therefore at o = 0 and o = r,.
When we are simulating flow exactly perpendicular to
the IMF. we need simtflate only a quarter sphere. In
this case. o = I) is still a reflective plane. At o = rr/2.
symmetry bo,mda W conditions hold for the scalar quan-
tities, the velocities, and B_. while antisymmetrv con-
ditions hold for B_ and B..
The Venus obstacle is modeled as a hard. conductin_
-:)here sirtin_ at the radial center of the simulation box.
At the Venus surface, r = 1 R_- and radial velocities ann
magnetic fields are set equal to zero. while all other
quantities are determined by zero-order extrapolation
in the radial direction.
Our numerical method, along with nmst numerical
methods, will not work unaided at the coordinates e) = 0
or 8 = _. since these coordinates are singular. We have
found a satisfactory means of dealing with this diffcultv.
Even though this problem will present itself in almost
any effort to model fluid or .kIHD physics in spherical
coordinates, it is not extensively discussed in the lit-
erature. We will therefore discuss in some detail our
handling of the singular coordinates. We will discuss
,'he 0 = 0 coordinate here: the analogy with 0 = rr,can
:_e drawn rcadih-.
Let _./. anci 1_"label nodes in the r. _. and o directions.
respecrivoiv. The i = 1 coordinate line corresponds to
*)=0. For a _iven node on the j = ]. axis. {i.l.k). the
values ot p.p. c,.. and B. are set equal to the averages
of these quantities across the surrouding nodes i. 2. h't.
That is.
'Vk : l), ta. 1 t_ 1)i,2,I
r,.. t ,.. [(--"2 t',., l.l
B., t , t----2
5}
rhea. = t and a" = A grid points are left out of the
average. -race they are boundary points and lie out-
side of rite proper region of computation. That is re
sav. we wisil to average over one hemisphere _or (mar-
rot splmre, iu the case of perpendicular flow t. The co-
ordinates <,., and ot,-t lie just inside the hemispilere
lot quarter s_mere_, while the coordinates ot and o_,
lie just outside. To include these outside points in the
:tvera_e would ,_,ire added and uneven w_'i__htin__ to the
:;lilies ar ri;_' ,-, :,o_mdaries.
)n the axis the magnetic field and velocity lie en-
tirely in t[ae x-: plane which, as discussed above, is a
,ymmetry plane. Therefore. on the 0 = I) axis. there
are no components B,, or v,j: B = B,R + B._, and
v = _,_5c+ _,:i. We have alreadv indicated how t,.- and
B. are calculated, since _ = _ on the O = 0 axis. The
components of these vectors .4_ are calculated from
the corresponding vectors of the j = 2 grid points:
lx---I
1 X " " "
-4_ i.l.k - If - "2 _4. i 2._)2"x + -4o ,.2,_ot'_
1=2
h--I1
-- art " - '2 Z "4"0 i.2.l cos _2 COS O/ -- .3- o i.2.1 sin or.
1=2
Now .4_ and .4o are quite naturally defined on the
a.'ds as
--t_ i.l.k = .-i, coso_ (6)
.4_ i.l,k = ---_ sin o_.. (7)
A factm' of cos_V = 01 is inmiicit in the above formu-
las. So. on the _ = rr axis.
.-to i._.k = -.4_ cos o_ (8)
.-to i._,_ = -Zb sin o_.. (9)
since cos(rr) = -1. With the components of B and v
defined in this manner. B and v at any location along
the a.xis are unique vectors whose components take on
different values depending on the direction from which
the axis is approached.
2.2. Initial Conditions
The density and pressure are initially constant
rlzroughout the simulation volume. The initial velocity
.qeld is the flow man incompressible fluid over a sphere.
,iirected along the _ = t) axis:
[(>)]
"o =_'0 l+._S sin0
_'o = 0.
The magnetic field is initialized in the same way. except
that the field configuration is rotated about the !1 axis
as defined above_ so that the incoming IEIF is skewed
with respect to rim solar wind flow by the desired an-
_le. With the magnetic field initialized in this manner.
Y". B is zero everywhere, discounting the effects of the
,[iscrete grid. The parameters we have chosen for the
-oiar wind are summarized in gable 1. These parame-
ters are all close re the typical solar wind parameters
r,_ported by /Ulillios ,t al. !1986]. TEe average solar
rind cone an_ie _i.e.. rim acute ano,ie between ti_e I.XIF
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Table 1. Simulation 5oiar Wind Parameters
Parameter :.._due
:Cumber density 20/cm-'
Thermal pressure 6.06 x 10- 2nPa
Sound speed 55 km/s
Velocity 370 kin/;
Sonic mach number (3.73
Dynamic pressure 4.10 nPa
?,Iagmetic field maznitude 10 nT
Plasma beta t,3i 1.5
and the solar wind flow direction_ is _iven as 42.2 ° 5v
Phillips or at.We perform simulations with cone anztes
of 0 ° . 45 ° . and 90 ° .
3. Results
[n this section we report some of the results from our
dmulations and compare them with published analyses
of Pioneer Venus Orbiter I PVO) data. \Ve Give pm-tic-
_flar attention to the configuration of rile overall shock
-rructure anti to the conti_uration of the magnetic field.
_]rst. r[lotl_rl. ;i few words uee(l to i)o _,,_Ud rc_ardinz
::omenciamre. \Ve have simulated bow simcks arisin_
in IMF cone angles of 0 °. 45 °. and 90 °. These simula-
tions will be referred to _ the parallel. 45 °. and perpen-
dicular simulations, respectively. Also. in the following
,ections. 'altitude" refers exclusively re (listmlce mea-
sured from the planet's surface, wifile 'radius" denotes
distance mea.sured from the center of the planet. Fi-
nally, up to this point we have used standard Carte-
_ian and polar coordinates to denote spatial directions.
From hereon, however, in order re facilitate compar-
isons with e.,dsting data and data ,'malyses. we will use
the B-c coordinate system of McComas _t at. [19861:
the unperturbed solar wind flows in the -._ direction
_corresponding to the -_ direction in our code}, while
the cross-flow component of the unperturbed magnetic
::old lie._ in the 9 direction io,u' co,to, -2 ,iirecrionl.
7he _. direction Iour code's -9 ,iirectmn_ c,mlpietes the
:izht-handed coordinate system.
3.1. Diagnostics
\Ve simulated paraJlel fast shocks with tile rhree-
limensionai 13-DI code. then compared the resttits with
-imulations fl'om a well-tested. ,,tten _ed two-
,iimensional 12-D) spherical ueometrv code !that is. ;t
.'ode written tor spherical zeometrv and cvlindricai svm-
metrv l wirh idenrica[ intial co,uiitions and spatial m'id-
,[in_. The results wore virtually i,ienticaJ, a.', they lnust
!,o if the 3-D code is working as wail as rite 2-D code.
-,rim silock jump conditio,> aiong the -raoznation
-rreamiine can be calcttlated amflvricaiix re," the parai-
i,.l ano. perpendicular shocks. \\,, find riiat almost all
i:lmp conditions m'e satisfied in i)oth simulations with a
:,'lative -rror of less than 10'/. The mtcerraintv in the
)unp conditions arises from mlcorramtv in ,i,'rorminin,z
"he exact location ot the shock and frOlll uncertainty
:l the appiicat_ilirv at the stan(iard -hock iluln) (oudi-
:_IIS. t )!II' _lllllliato(i ",hocKs [l_t;_" 12iliro _"_¢lril'_ t)I ;I])()lll-
;J.05 Rv aria smootn, albeit rather suuden, transitions
!mtween the ttpstream and downstream sides. As a re-
suit. the vames of the physical quantities immediateh,
downstream of the shock are often difficult to deter-
mine exactly. The standard shock jump conditions, on
the other hand. are derived for shock fronts separatin_
two fluid regions which are in equilibrium, i.e.. two re2
glens in which d/dt is zero for all quantitites. In th,
system we are simulating, d/dt is zero only in the i_:
flow region. Si_maificant pressure and magnetic force
e.'dst behind the shock. So even though we have tempo-
r',.d equilibrium _that is. cO Or is zero for all quantities I.
l/dt is certainly not zero in between the shock front
and the planet's surface.
As mentioned above, a finite divergence in the mag-
netic field gives rise to unphysical forces directed along
the magnetic field lines. Only if the magnitude of the
physical force, t - Vp+B • VB/4rr - VBz/Srrl. is much
larger than the magnitude of the purely, numerical force.
IBV. B/4r t. ,:an we believe tim results of our simula-
tions. \Vo have inspected the ratio of these two forces
!n both the perpendicular and 4,5 ° sinmiations. \Vo find
"imt almost ,wervwhere in the simulation volume rp.
:mmericai force is less than i'.( of the pm,'sic,"d torce.
The exceptions to this rule occur in isolated volumes
within tile numerical shock front and result from the
way our numerical procedure handles discontitmities.
\Ve have exanfined how the location of the computa-
tional outer boundary affects the sinmlation results bv
performing simulations of the parallel shock with the
outer bmmdarv set at 3 and at 10 By..\ comparison
of pressure contours in the region extending from the
surface out to ,3 Rt . is shown in Figure 1. Figure 1. top.
_hows the pressure distribution with tile outer computa-
tional radius set at 3 Rv. and Figure i. bottom, shows
rile distribution when the outer computational radius is
at 10 Rt. Differences are apparent but small. Likewise.
:_11 other qu,'mtires show only small differences wtiicil
',re in no way quaiitativ,.. ¢)i1 the t)as_s o( riffs study.
:vo have CilOS('n rO place roe outer r:'_(liaJ l-mndarv tot
all the present simulations at 3 /Tt in order re obtain
better numerical resolution near the planers surlace.
3.2. Global Behavior
Figure 2 draws field lines from tile final configuration
,f the 45 ° -imuiation. The line traces wore begun at
points ,m tile roller computational b(mndarv. 0.1 /?_
,bove the e('iiptic plume. The field lines pile up at the
-imck fl'onr, then slip over rile planet. \Vithin the simck
dlev are advocred downstremn less quickly than outside
_ile shock. By rile time timv have escaped the vicintv ot
rile planers <u'face on tile downstream .qde. they are
.tretched anti benr "_o that they form a two-lobed Illa_-
uetotaii behind tile planet. The magnetic field points
'.argeiy _,mward in one lobe I the top iobe oI Figure 2. in
_his c_sel and largely antis,reward in tile oriter. The twn
lobes are separated by a distinct current sheer i._,icC,,-
'.,as _t ,el.. 29861. This behavior qualitatively matciws
' he behavior pro(ii('rod l)v .4 If,,dn i 19.571 /rod observed by
'5:C_)mas , : ,/. :i9._6t. '7,,re tllat ill rile i)ow sllo(-k ril,.
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Figure 1. Pressure contours of the solar wind impacting Venus when incoming flow and inter-
planetary magnetic field CI.MF) are aligned along the sunward axis. The top half shows the results
of a simulation performed with the outer computational boundary set to 3 Rv: the bottom half
shows the results of a simulation with the outer computational boundary at 10 By.
Figure 2..kla_netic field lines of the solar wind pl_sma
impacting V_'nus. The solar wind flows in from the left
and out the right. The incoming magnetic field is tilted
at an _ul_le of 45 ° with respect to the incomin_ velocity.
Note that the stretched magnetic field lines form a rwo-
),>bed ,nat.*netormi }),'ifind the l_lanet.
magnetic field line pileup is g-reatest where rim field is
more closely perpendicul_ to the simck normai. This
is expected, since, all other things being equal, as a
shock becomes more perpendicular, the increase in the
magnitude of the magnetic field becomes larger. The
perpendicular simulation shows all of the above global
characteristics, but. of course, it is symmetric with re-
spect to the z-z plane li.e., the z-z plane of the /3-
_' coordinate system). _.-k note of caution: magnetic
field magnitudes cannot he reliably inferred from the
field line densities in Figure 2. First. perspective effects
make some lines iook closer than they actually are. Sec-
ond. the starting points of the lines, particularly in the
rail region, were not chosen to systematically indicate
magnetic field magnitude but to clearly show rile global
Behavior of the field lines. I
It can be seen in Figure 2 that the field lines of the
unperturbed magnetic field are tier perfectly strmght.
1-his is because of the intiai conditions discussed in the
-ection 3.1. The initial upstream field could not be
,Eosen to be perfectly ,miform }),,cause we needed to
.atisfv W • B = ,J in rile pr('sence o! rile ,'(m(iuctin_
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Figure 3. The solar zenith angle (SZA) as a function of time of several fluid elements moving
across the surface of the planet. In the simulation that produced these results the E_IF was
perpendicular to the incoming velocity. Each of the five elements was given an initial SZA of
about 5 ° and initial polar angle positions of 0 °. 18 °, 36 °, 54 °. and 90 ° measured from the ecliptic
plane. Magnetic slingshot forces manifest themselves, in that fluid elements moving in the noon-
midnight plane (o = 90 °) are accelerated more quickly than fluid elements moving in tile ecliptic
plane (o = 0).
planet's surface. Therefore the initial magnetic fields
are not exactly parallel to each other. Since the inflow
boundary conditions are held fixed throughout the run
of the simulation, the incoming upstream magnetic field
are slightly curved. Setting the outer computational
boundary farther out would ameliorate this effect. The
slight departure from uniformity in the upstream mag-
netic field seems to have no significant effect on the
plasma flow.
Magnetic field slingshot forces manifest themselves in
the velocity distribution of the plasma near the planet's
surface. Figure 3 shows, as a function of time. the solar
zenith angle of fluid elements in the perpendicular simu-
lation moving across the surface of the planet. Here the
initial positions of the fluid elements were chosen just
above the planet's surface, near the subsolar point. The
plasma moving across the pole (o = 90 °) is accelerated
more quickly and reaches the far side of the planet faster
than the plasma moving in the ecliptic piane. This hap-
pens because the perpendicular field lines become "'hung
up _' in the bow shock, then slip quickly over the pole.
dragging solar wind plasma with them.
3.3. Shock Configuration
\Ve find that the standoff distance ar the subsolar
:)oint varies with the cone anzie, lint we do not see a
monotonic trend. If we locate the shocks bv the outer
edges of each shock layer, the standoff distance of the
parallel shock is 0.28 Rv. the standoff distance of the
45 ° shock is 0.22 Rv. and the standoff distance of the
perpendicular shock is 0.26 Rv. In absolute terms these
mtmbers translate into 1700. 1340. aald 1580 km. re-
spectively. The 45 ° simuJation is the one most repre-
sentative of the typical solar wind conditions at Venus
[Phillips et at.. 1986]. Zhang et at. [19901 find from
PVO data that the subsolar standoff distance varies
from 1600 km at solar minimum to 2200 km at solar
maximum. The difference between our computed re-
suits and the observations can be explained by the lack
of a model of Venus's ionosphere in our simuiations. If
we try to account for the ionosphere by simply adding
300 km to the effective radius of Venus (approximately
the altitude found by Zhang et al. [1990]). we can ex-
pect the computational standoff distances to scale pro-
portionatety, since the Venus radius is the only inherent
_cale length in the system. We then find standoff dis-
tances above the ionosphere of 1780, 1400, and 1650 kin.
To find the aJtitudes of the shocks above the planet it-
self. we add in the 300 km thickness of the ionosphere.
This gives altitudes of 2080. 1700. and 1950 km. These
numbers are now w_tl within the range found bv Zhang
,t al.Including tJ:e ionosphere, then. is essentiai for de-
rerminin z the bow _hock location.
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Figures4-8showdistributionsof pressureannmaz-
neticfieldmagnitudefromtheparallel.45° . andper-
pendicularsimulations.The outer computational bound-
a,ry was 3 Rv, but here we show only the region con-
tained within 1.5 Rv in order to bring out more de_:ails.
The pressure and magnetic field magnitude distribu-
tions of the parallel case are shown in Figure 4. Since
the parallel configuration is cylindrically symmetric, the
distributions shown here represent the distributions in
all polar angle planes. The decrease in the magnetic
field strength downstream of the shock, around the
subsolar line. is the result of MHD physics together
with the boundary conditions imposed on the mag-
netic field. That is. a parallel shock has no increase
in magnetic field, so the field strength remains fairly
constant through the shock. Also. the field decreases
near the planet's surface because the planet is conduct-
hag: there can be no radial magnetic field component
at the planet's surface, but near the subsolar line. the
magnetic field is almost purely radial. Therefore the
magnetic field strength drops to zero in this region.
The distributions silown for the 45 ° (Figures 5 and
4) and perpendicular I Figures 7 anti 8) cases represent
,rely the eciiptic and noon-midnight pianes. The mag-
netic field strength rises monotonically to a peak at the
planet's surface, while the pressure reaches a maximum
just downstream of the shock, then drops to a lower
value at the planet's surface. This behavior indicates
the formation of a magnetic barrier, which we discuss
in more detail below.
The solution for the 45 ° simulation does not pos-
sess reflective symmetry about the 2 axis ii.e., the axis
gi'
(a)
/'
(b)
Figure 4, {a) Pressure and (b) mazneuc field magni-
tude distributions of the solar wind. The magnetic field
and the incominz voiocitv are aligned alon_ tile sunward
, _XlS.
/
(a)
\
(b)
Figure 5. Pressure distributions of the solar wind with
(a) the ecliptic plane and (b) the noon-midnight plane
shown. The IMF is tilted by 45 ° with respect to the
incoming velocity. The IMF orientation is such that the
shock is quasi-perpendicular in the top half and quasi-
parallel in the bottom half of Figure 5a.
pointed toward the Sun or the 0 = 0 a_xis in spherical co-
ordinates), a symmetry which the parallel and perpen-
dicular solutions possess by definition. For instance, the
part of the shock front where the shock normal is quasi-
perpendicular to the magnetic field stands about 6'70
farther out from the planet's surface than does the part
of the front where the shock normal is quasi-parallel.
This is to be expected: the magnetosonic speed along
the shock normal in the quasi-perpendicular region is
higher than the speed in the quasi-parallel region. Con-
sequently, information in the quasi-perpendicular region
can propagate farther awav from the planet's surface
before its progress is impeded bv the onrushing solar
wind. This is also consistent with IVu's (1992] MItD
simulations of a plasma with 3=8.
The distributions of the plasma quantities within the
bow shock are also asymmetric for the 45° case. The
magnetic pressure has a slightly higher buildup in the
,!uasi-perpendicutar region than in the quasi-parallel
:._zion. This is consistent with the _enerat expecta-
-ion tlmt perpendiclflm" simcks llave a iarzer buildup
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(a)
\
(b)
Figure 6. Magnetic field magnitude distributions of
the solar wind with (a) the ecliptic plane and (b) the
noon-midnight plane shown. The IMF is tilted bv 45 °
with respect to the incoming velocity. Tile IMF orienta-
tion is such that the shock is quasi-perpendicular in the
top half and quasi-parallel in the bottom half of Figure6a.
of magnetic field than parallel shocks. The thermal
pressure and density maxima shift away from the sub-
solar point toward the quasi-parallel sicte of the shock.
The slightly higher buildup of magnetic pressure in the
quasi-perpendicular region might explain this. since it
would be expected that this pressure would divert some
of the plasma flow into the quasi-parallel region.
In the terminator plane we find average distances
from the planet center to the bow shock of 1.76. 1.92.
and 1.95 Rv. for the parallel. 45 °. and perpendicular
shocks, respectively. Tile terminator locations of the
45° and perpendicular shocks are shown in Figure 9.
The locations have been determined bv the rise in en-
tropy of the shocked solar wind. Regarding the latter
two shocks, there is an uncertainty in their positions of
the order of 0.1 Rv because, as mentioned above, the
simulated shocks are not true discontinuities. The par-
allel shock, on the other hand. is almost as well defined
at the terminator as it is at the nose. Russefl et al.
[1988! find that the average terminator distance vanes
t)etween 2.1_ By at solar minimum and 2. _0 R_- at solar
maximum. Elm discrepancy here is. again, attributable
to the lack of the Venus ionosphere in our simulations.
_Ve find that the average shock altitude at the termi-
nator increases as the cone angle increases. This agrees
with Zhanq et al. [1990]. who find that the altitude
is typically 1630 km for cone angles less than 45 ° and
1840 km for cone angles greater than 45 °. The relativo
difference is about 12_Z,. The relative difference betweo.
our perpendicular and parallel altitudes is around 257
This is not necessarily inconsistent with Zhang er ,_
As they state, if they could have had more data at low
cone angles, their relative difference would have been
much larger. On the other hand. we have compared the
two most extreme cases possible. Comparisons of shock
altitudes corresponding to cone angles of 30 ° and 60 °
would be more appropriate.
We find that the shock boundary in the terminator
plane is asymmetric in a manner qualitatively consistent
with the findings of Russell et al. [1988]. Thev find that
when the IMF is nearly perpendicular to the solar wind
flow, the distance from the planet center to the shock in
the noon-lnidni_ht plane is about 10'/ oa'eater than tt>
distance along the equatorial pla,ne. I)ur perpendicu-
(a)
//
(b)
Figure 7. Pressure distributions of the soiar wind with
,a) the ecliptic plane and (b) the noon-midnight plane
drown. 1-he IMF is perpendicular to the incoming solar
•ind.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8. .Magnetic field magnitude distributions of
the solar wind with (a) the ecliptic plane and (b) the
noon-midnight plane shown. The IMF is perpendicular
to the incoming solar wind.
lax simulation _ives a smaller asymmetry of about 5'Z.
which is consistent with Tanaka's (1993] recent 5[HD
simulation result. Tlfis asymmetry can be seen. with
some effort, in Figure 9. It has been suggested bv Rus-
sell et al.. among others, that the asymmetry is caused
by the difference in the polar and equatorial magne-
tosomc speeds. Given our code's radial resolution at the
terminator shock location (Ar _ 0.03). our code should
be able to differentiate between a 5% and 10_ asymme-
try. In light of our agreement with Tanaka and in view
of our radial resolution, it seems that the magnetosonic
speed accounts for some but not all of the asymmetry.
The rest of the asymmetry arises from non-MHD pro-
,:esses. perhaps pole-equator asymmetries in ion pickup.
as mentioned by Russell et al.
The ratios of the terminator shock radii to the sub-
solar or nose radii are given by 1.44. 1.67. and 1.55 for
our three simulations. Zhang _t aL I19901 find a typical
value of 1.66.
11,4, Magnetic Fields in the Shock
The most striking feature of the behavior of the mag-
netic field is the clear draping of the heid as it is ad-
vected around the planet t as shown in Fi,_ure 2 and
discussed above l. ]'lie ecliptic plane ma_letic field con-
figuration of the 45 ° simulation is shown in Figure 10.
The solar wind is flowing in from the top. Regarding
the magnetotail, the magnetic field of one lobe is fairly
uniform in direction and has a magnitude of the or-
der of 10 nT. In the other lobe the magnetic field lines
are strongly curved and the magnetic field strength is
0.1-1.0 nT. The results shown in Figure 10 are very
similar to the average magnetic field distribution found
by Phillips _,t al. [1986]. (See. paxticularly. Phillips
et al. [1986. Figure 5d]. Keep in mind that because
of the orientation of our simulation magnetic field, our
results must be reflected across the x-_- plane before a
direct comparison can be made with PVO data. This.
of course, entails no change in the physics involved
here.) Two points deserve particular mention in this
regard. First. at low altitudes the field tends to encir-
cle the planet. Second. the separating current sheet is
not aligned with the plasma flow. Rather. it is angled
reward the lobe of weaker magnetic field. Also regard-
ing the current sheet, we find that it is displaced from
the center of the tail bv about 0.5 R_..'S_'Comas ,_t al.
'1986] find a similar displacement 8-12/7_ downstream.
]'he magnetic field magnitude from the 45 ° simula-
tion is shown in Figure 11. The half of the ecliptic
Perpendicular simulation
........ 45°simulation
Figure 9. Cross sections of the shock locations in the
terminator plane. The view is from upstream, looking
downstream. The solid line is the cross section pro-
duced by the simulation where the IMF was perpendic-
ular to the solar wind velocity. Note the slight asym-
metry: the distance to the shock is somewhat longer
in the noon-midnight plane than in the ecliptic plane.
The dashed line is fi'om the simulation where the IMF
was tilted at 45° with respect to the velocity: the left
ide of this cross section is where the shock was most
7 orpendicuiar.
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Figure 10. Magnetic field in the ecliptic plane. The IMF is tilted bv 45 ° with respect to the
incoming velocitv. The solar wind plasma is flowing in from the top. Tfle vectors in the top right
comer represent magnitudes of 10 nY.
plane in which the shock is quasi-parallel is shown in
Figure 1 la, the noon-midnight plane in Figure llb. and
the half of the ecliptic plane where the shock is quasi-
perpendicular in Figure llc. At solar zenith angles sur-
rounding the terminator we find magnetic field magni-
tudes similar to those found by Phillips _t ¢1. [1986.
Figures 3a and 4@ Differences near the planets sl"trface
may be caused by the ionopause slowing the flow of the
plasma and magnetic field [McGary, I993].
Figure 12 shows the values of the sunward B_ and
cross-flow By components of the magnetic field of the
perpendicular simulation "'measured" along a circular
orbit of radius 1.4 Rv. The values of the sunward com-
ponent are very similar in magnitude to those recorded
by PVO at similar altitudes and in similar solar wind
conditions [Luhraann et al.. 1991: Dubtn,n et al.. 1991].
The cross-flow component is another matter, how-
ever. At the current sheet in the near-tall region we
find that the cross-flow component of the magnetic field
is quite small. This is consistent with Tanaka's [1993]
MI-ID simulations. However. this is very different from
the results of the analysis of PVO data bv Luhmann et
al. [1991]. Their measurements show that the cross-
flow component reaches a sizable ma_xinmm i_ 10 nT)
at the current sheet. Although this maximum is not
always a clear feature in observations r_,ported bv other
authors, rim cross-flow magnetic _Md in riffs reffion is.
in fact, consistently higher than our result [Luhmann et
_Lt.. 1991: Brace et al., 1987: Dubimn e,t al., 1991]. It
would appear that processes apart from MHD phenom-
ena are at work maintaining the cross-flow field strength
in this region. For instance, this could be _ indication
of the importance of mass loading in the tail region.
Inspection of Figure 12 will show nor oniv chat the
<:ross-flow component of the magnetic field becomes
small, but also that it actually changes sign as well.
This sign change indicates field reversal in the cross-tail
component. This is consistent with magnetic reconnec-
rion. In fact. the field line traces of Figure 13 show
that a region of reconnected magnetic field lies directly
behind the planet. The field lines shown in Figure I3
were traced from 20 starting points lying in the tail re-
gion of the noon-midnight plane about 0.1 Rv above the
ecliptic plane. The reconnected fields are stretched out
into the tail in a roughly conical volume with a height of
about 1 Rv and a base radius of about 0.3 R_.. It would
not be possible to produce a coherent figure that gave a
representative sample of all the reconnected field lines
in the simulation. However. w_, have found that recon-
nected field lines cover the surface of the planet, and
that they cover the the nightside nmch more densely
than the dayside.
The lower third of the reconnection region is within
:he altitude of the ni_htside ionospilere. So, if this re-
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(a)
2j _ (b)
Figure 11. Contours of magnetic field magnitude
showing (a) the half of the ecliptic plane where the
shock is quasi-parallel. (b) the noon-midnight plane.
and (c) the half of the ecliptic plane where the shock is
quasi-perpendicular. Labels show magnitude of the lo-
cal magnetic field relative to the magnitude of the IMF.
The IMF magnitude is 10 nT. Tile IMF is riited at 4.3°
with respect to the incoming flow velocity.
gion does indeed e.'dst in the near tail of Venus. ir is (:er-
tainly located at a higher altitude than we have found
here _md is probably tnucta more complex in its con-
figuration. )?overtheless. our tindin_ that reconnection
rakes place ovor a very limited re,on of the ma_netotail
is consistent with McComas ,:t al.'s [1986] resmt that
8 - i2 Rv ,iownstream the cross-flow field is reversed
,)tfiv about 5,:_ _)f the time. The roststivirv procmcinz
-'9_
15 /, ',,
I0 - -" - -' '" ....
:r .... 2
I
-20, ' IV
0 90 180 270 360
Orbit Angle (deg)
Figure 12. Sunward or _ component isoiid line_
and cross-flow or _" component (dashed linel of mag-
netic field in a circular orbit in the ecliptic plane 0.4
Rv above the Venus surface. The cross-flow compo-
nent becomes slightly negative in the tail reNon (orbit
angle_ 180°). indicating field reversal and magnetic re-
connection. The IMF is perpendicular to the flow ve-
locity.
our reconnection originates in numerical dissipation and
is not a part of our algorithm. We have found recon-
nection only in the perpendicular simulation. If there is
reconnection in the 45 ° simulation, it is occuring only in
\
Figure 13. Reconnected field lines in the tail region.
The IMF is perpendicular to the incoming flow v(qocity.
The reconnected lines are pulled awaT¢ from the planet
iuto a roughly conical w)lume of height 1 .r?t. and base
::-dius of 0.3 /?_.
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Figure 14. Field lines showing spiraling bei_avior in
the tail region. These lines pass through die noon-
lmdni_ht plane at very low altitudes above the planer
on the nizhtside. The I.-klF is perpendiculm' re the in-
,'ominz flow velocity. Some reconnected field lines ,ire
-itown a_ woil.
_t region small enougn to have escaped our cietermined
searching.
We find complex behavior in the magnetic field lines
behind the planet in both the 45 ° and perpendicular
cases. The most sunward (and antisunward; ,!irecred
lines spiral ,%round one another a.s thev head out from
the planet. Some of these field lines from the perpen-
dicular sirnulation ,'u'e shown in Figure 14 alon_ with
-,nne__:o"onnecrecl neid lines. Z: -houid i_e lloreci tiler
-ince o_r simulation 0ox extencis r_, _nliv :il /_t . :iwso
lines are not "':mchored" [n the soiar wind pla.sma o_r-
_ide the simck. Theret0re extending rt_e outer boundary
of the simulation may alter this behavior.
Looking at rim nose of the shock. -,re see the fbITnarmll
of a definite magnetic barrier at the subsolar point
both the 4.5: and perpendicular simulations. Flour,.
shows rhe values of the magnetic and timrmal press_:
relative re rim solar wind thermal pr,'ssure, aiona
,ubsotar line in both simulations. '7o magnetic i .....
rier is formed in the parallel simuiaton, a._ is consistent
with ._K'ID magnetic flux conservation and our bound-
arv conditions. See the discussion ot Figure 4. i The
thermal pressure of the 45 ° sinmlation peaks at about
0.08 Rt above the planet's surface, reaching a value of
about 4.12 nPa. The magnetic field rises monotonically
re a peak value of only 2.85 nPa. In the perpendicular
-imulation rile pressure peaks at about o. 1 R_-. reachin_
a value of about 3.76 nPa. At the planets surface rite
pressure drops re about 3.12 nPa. The maeneric t):'e<-
-ure. on rile oriler iNtlllJ. I'ises IllOllOrOtlicaiiv re ;t x;ill:
_[" 3.88 nPa ;l,t rile Sllt'Iace. _-ht: lllat!Ilerlc l_rossure 111 ::
perpenciicuiar case Inakes up a nmcn iareer percenta._
,_t the total pressure than in the 45 _ ,'ase..ks indicate_i
in Table 1. tile solar wind dynamic pressure is 4.10 nPa.
Measuring the thickness of the mazneric barrier is im-
precise not onh" because our shocks have t_nite widths.
!,ut also because the definition of the magnetic barrier
is somewhat arbitrary. If we define rile magnetic bar-
:ier location by Zhanq ,t M.'s [19911 ,rirerion as the
point where the magnetic pressure i-. ,-,lUal to half of
' I
thermal
pressure
maRnetlc
pressure --
I
I
0.2
Altitude _Rv ) Altitude t Rv'l
0.4
Figure 15. Thermai m_(i maanetic pressures _,iorted ah)nz rile s,d)sobtr line for tin. l;t, -1.3"
qmutation and ib} perpendicular simulation. Y!:e shaded rozions indicate rhe _}lo('k t)oun(iarv
._t"ers m each case. In both qmuiarions, rne ,oiar wind dvlN'tllllC I)I'l'SStlI'O. V,HPI1 St'glN'(i ],'," "110
:rlDerrurDed thermal !)rt'ss_lre. l:;_s ;t v;J:w o[ _;7.- ' '
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tile ln).btrealn (ivnanllC Drt'ssltre. %¢, oer thickllesse.s _J[
0.05 an(t t).l Rt . These numbers rr_-msiate into 3()0 mid
600 kin. Zhanq ,:t el.. [19911 find that the magnetic
barrier has a median aitirude of about 1000 km when
the upstream dynanuc pressure is around 4.6 nPa (our
present dynamic pressure_. Recalling rim value of 300
km ziven bv Zhanq ,t el. [19901 for the typical iono-
;phere ritickness, this _ves an observed magnetic b,'u'-
:ier dfickness of 700 kin. if we try to account for rile
ionosphere ilere in the same wav as wp (lid when dis-
, ussing the bow shock location in section 2.2. we find
magnetic barrier thicknesses of 330 and 630 km from the
4.5 ° and perpendicular simulations, respectively. These
numbers fall short of Zhanq et al.'s [1991] value. How-
ever. it must be remembered that the ionosphere is not
a perfect sphere but is a rather ot)late obstacle: its ra-
dius of curvature at the subsolar point is significantly
larger rhan 1 Rt. Could we account for the shape of the
ionosphere in a simple manner, the rhicknesses of our
simulated ma.o-netic barriers would increase even more.
perhaps a-reein_ very well with Zhan¢ er al.'s value.
4. Discussion
Our three-dimensional MHD code has successfifllv
simulated the observed major qualitative features of the
interaction between Venus mid the solar wind. Our sim-
ulations show a bow shock at slightly lower altitude
than observed by PVO. a magnetic barrier beneath the
bow shock, asvmmetry m the terminator cross section
of the shock, and a two-lobed magnetotail formed by
draping of the field lines over the planet's surface. All
quantities given by the simulations (except the near-
tail magnetic fieldl are similar in magnitude to those
determined from PVO data.
We have aiso shown some linfits of single-fluid MHD
as a model of the \pnus-soIar wind interaction. Most
,,bviousiv. the lack of an ionosphere ,'ironies the scale
,,t re;my _r the r,'s, tits _;1lCil a5 rim bow shock standoff
,listance and the maznetic barrier rifickness, hlcluding
the ionospimro "by hand." i.e.. adding 300 km to the
effective radius of Venus. brings the standoff distances
into the range of observations. However. the magnetic
b_rier thickness remains too small. The 10'Z asymme-
try of the shock in the terminator plume is only par-
tinily accounted for by single-fluid MHD. Some other
process must be found to explain a missing 5'/'. Fi-
n,'-dlv, single-fluid MHD does :lot We correct results for
the qualitative behavior of the cross-flow nlaznetic field
,'omponenr in rim nero'-tail re,ion, hi this re,ion we
find cross-flow magnetic fields wifich m'e much smaller
than those typically ot_served.
(htr simulations tiara produced several results wifich
,_'otn r, have not b,'en studied in depth heretotore, ht
the asvmnlerri(- C;°sitnu[atim_ the peak in tile magnetic
!iehl I_fiidup i- -hifted tt'Olll ril_' subsolar point toward
,he _llmsi-p,,rt)_,miicular re,ion of tile _ilock. In con-
rrast, the p,aKs in thermai !)ressllre ;tlld (lensitv are
-iiifted rower< "h_' <iii;lsi-Daraihq r,-_'ion. 7his is r¢_ b_,
'71)e('tO_l. -ill(',' '_'t;!.bl-I)_T])ell(liClli;lr ,_llo_'K5 hat','_' lli_her
},uildup of-magnetic field, and suet1 a buiiduo can be ex-
pected to ,iiverr plasma flow toward the quasi-parallel
region. In the near-tail region our perpendicular sim-
ulation has established the possibility of magnetic re-
,onnecrion. although the magnetic field cottfi¢uration
in the actual near-rail region of Venus is certain to be
more complex thin1 what we have seen iu our simula-
tions. Last|v. in tim perpendicular and 45 ° simulations
we have seen a new class of field lines which exhibit
:t spiraling behavior as they are traced awav from the
planets stwface. This spiraling behavior seems to be
intermediate in some sense to reconnection on the one
hand and to smooth motion of the field lines along with
the plasma flow on the other.
In future research we will model the ionopause and
add mass loading terms to the MHD evolution equa-
tions. On the basis of the outcomes of our present sim-
ulations, we have good reason to hope that fltture re-
suits will show improved quantitative agreement with
the P\'O data.
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Numerical simulations of mass loading in the solar
wind interaction with Venus
K. Murawski 1 and R. S. Steinolfson
Department of Space Science, Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas
Abstract. Numerical simulations are performed in the framework of nonlinear two
dimensional magnetohydrodynamics to investigate the influence of mass loading
on the solar wind interaction with Venus. The principal physical features of the
interaction of the solar wind with the atmosphere of Venus are presented. The
formation of the bow shock, the magnetic barrier, and the magnetotail are some
typical features of the interaction. The deceleration of the solar wind due to the
mass loading near Venus is an additional feature. The effect of the mass loading is
to push the shock farther outward from the planet. The influence of different values
of the magnetic field strength on plasma evolution is considered.
Introduction
Data from the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO), as well
as data from Venera 9 and 10 and other sources, have
contributed to a growing understanding of the inter-
action of the solar wind with an unmagnetized planet
such as Venus. The general picture derived from the
avadlable data is that, for typical solar wind conditions,
an electrically conducting ionosphere deflects the super-
sonic and superalfv_nic solar wind around the planet. A
bow shock forms upstream of the ionosphere and serves
to slow and also assists in deflecting the solar wind.
The size of the bow shock depends on the sonic and
alfvdnic Math numbers and on the shape and the size
of the effective obstacle, whereas asymmetries in the
shock shape are determined by the direction of the in-
terplanetary magnetic field (IMF) [Khurana and Kivel.
son, 19941. Zhan 9 et al. [19901 have proven that at
Venus the effective obstacle undergoes a systematic size
change of 0.13 R._ (where Rv is the radius of Venus) dur-
ing a solar cycle. The boundary separating the shocked
and magnetized solar wind plasma from the thermal
ionosphere plasma is referred to as the ionopause, and
the region between the bow shock and the ionosphere is
referred to as the magnetosheath. The inner portion of
the magnetosheath contains a region of enhanced mag-
netic pressure referred to as the magnetic barrier ie.g.,
Luhmann. 19861. There are physical processes involved
in these relatively large-scale interaction regions as well
as in the magnetic tail that the present work has appfi-
cation to.
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ghang et al. [1991] have used PVO data to show
that the convected field gasdynamic model of Sprelter
et al. [1986] predicts the correct bow shock location
if the magnetic barrier is taken as the obstacle around
which the plasma is deflected. They also found that the
magnetic barrier is strongest and thinnest (about 200
km thick) at the subsolar point and becomes weaker
and thicker at the terminator. The magnetic barrier is
responsible for transferring most of the solar wind dy-
namic pressure to the ionosphere through the enhanced
magnetic pressure.
Observations at Venus have revealed that a magnetic
tail forms as a consequence of the solar wind interac-
tion with the Venusian ionosphere. The portions of IMF
fines passing near the surface of Venus are slowed due
to the interaction with newly ionized atmospheric neu-
trals. The two ends of the magnetic ropes continue to be
pulled downstream by the solar wind [e.g., Sprelter and
Stahara, 1980]. Slavin et al. [1989] have estimated that
the magnetotail extends to between 50 to 150 R, from
the center of the planet for a typical solar wind flow
with the Alfv_n speed V a = 60 km/s and the Alfvdn
Maeh number Ma = 7.2.
A study by Nagy et al. [1981! showed that Venus
has a dayside neutral exosphere dominated by oxygen
at altitudes above -.- 400 km calculated from the plane-
tary surface. The exospheric oxygen together with other
particles present can be ionized by solar radiation and
charge exchange. Newly ionized particles are electro-
magnetically coupled to the shocked solar plasma of the
magnetosheath. As a consequence, near the ionopaust-
the plasma becomes mass loaded due to interactions
with ions, particularly O + le.g., Luhmann et al., 19911
Model computations by Gombosz et al.. [1980! using an-
put from PVO ionosheath and neutral atmosphere pro-
files indicate that approximately 10 % by number of the
solar wind protons may undergo charge exchange with
neutrals at ionopause altitudes. As a result of the mass
loading (ML), the plasma is slowed and compresseq.
When the plasma then flows around the planet into the
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magnetosheath, momentum conservation requires an in-
crease in flow speed into the magnetotail.
It has been noted by Luhmann ii9861 that the above
general behavior tends to prevail proviciing the thermal
pressure in the upper ionosphere is sufficiently larger
than the solar wind pressure and the pres.,ure balance
occurs where the ionospheric plasma is colfisionless. As
the solar wind pressure increases, relative to that of
the ionospheric plasma, the magnetic barrier eventu-
ally breaks down and the height of the dayside iono-
sphere decreases. When the ionopause is too close
to the planet, the transterminator transport of iono-
spheric plasma ceases, thereby leading to a nightside
phenomenon known as the disappearing of the iono-
sphere [Cravens et al., 1982].
Clout_er et al. [1987} have noted that ML processes
at Venus should be asymmetric since the solar wind
electric field depends on the relative directions of the
flow velocity and the IMF. Phiflipl e$ aJ. [19871 have
claimed that the flow and field configuration of the mag-
netosheath plasma, together with the large gyroradius
of the pickup ions, cause ML to occur preferentially on
one side of the magnetosheath. More efficient pickup
of newly created ions should occur over the hemisphere
that produces an electric field directed outward, away
from the ionosphere. Luhmann et al. [1991] and Phillips
et al. [1986] have presented observations indicating an
increase in the magnetic field intensity and current over
the hemisphere where the electric field is directed out-
ward. The enhanced solar UV during solar maximum
increases the ionization rate of neutrals, which moves
the bow shock out from the planet both in the equa-
totiM plane and at the terminator [Zhang et al., 1990].
Similarly, Alezander and RusJell [1985] have shown that
the position of the bow shock at the terminator de-
pends on solar activity. This dependence may be indi-
rect evidence of ML since, when the solar EUV is high,
more mass may be added to the shocked solar wind,
thereby forcing the bow shock to recede from the planet.
Linker et al. [1989] have revealed that ML can increase
or decrease the plasma temperature, depending on the
value of the sonic Mach number Ms. When 3' = 5/3,
Ms > V_ is required for heating to occur. Numerical
simulationsperformed show that the effects of ML on
plasma temperature and velocityare most pronounced
in a wake region.However, thistheory was developed
forthe case of Io'satmosphere, which isdescribed by
MHD equationswith the sourceterms inthe mass con-
tinuity,Euler,and energy equations.In the case of Io,
the magnetic fieldlinesare in the north-southdirection
and are perpendicularto the horizontalflow.
Recent computer simulationsofthe three-dimensional
globalinteractionbetween the solarwind and unmag-
netizedbodies have proven to be extremely usefulfor
improving our understanding of the associatedlarge-
scale processesie.g.,Wu, 1992; Tanaka, 1993; Cable
and S_einol[son, 1995; Gombosi et al. 1994; McGary
and Pontlus,1994}.Venus isofparticularinterestsince
the planet does not have a significantintrinsicmag-
neticfield,and the intetactmn of the solarwind with
_he Venusian ionosphereinvolves fundamentally differ-
ent-physical processes than occur at ma_netizecl Eartil
In addition, a large quantity of relevant observatmns are
now available for Venus. When interpreted in associa-
tion with the simulated results, this data set provi(ies a
test of the physical processes included in the model.
Single-fluid MHD simulations of the global interac-
tion of the solar wind with Venus without considera-
tion of the ionosphere have been performed by several
investigators. Wu [19921 limited his study to the day-
side. Tanaka [1993}included the mghtside as wetl but
only considered magnetic field orientations parallel anti
perpendicular to the solar wind flow and was in a pa-
rameter regime not directly applicable to average solar -
wind conditions at Venus. Cable and Ste,nolfson it 9951
carried out simulations for typical observed solar wind
conditionsat Venus and for an IMF orientationnear
the Parker spiral.McGary and Pontius {19941studied
the effectsofML, but they consideredonly the'dayside.
Moreover, they discussedthe case of a cylinder with
O/O_ = 0 and B along the cylinder axis (Z - axis) and
the perpendicular flow, namely, V ± B.
Our purpose is to extend the model of McG_rv an_
Pontius to study the nightside and to discuss var,ous
strengths of the magnetic field. We also considered a
more realistic spherical model.
The paper is organized as follows. The physical model
used in the present study is described in the next sec-
tion. Section 3 describes the numerical model which is
used in the present studies. We present and discuss our
detailed results in section 4. The paper concludes wLth
a short summary.
Physical Model
We solve the following form of the compressible M H D
equationsas an initidvalue problem:
Op
O-'t -e V. (pV) = qo exp i-(h -hoj/Hoi, l)
a(av) 1 ,
+ v.[(pv)v] = -vp+ × R) n.
0B
-Vx(VxB), !3)Ot
p B _
+ + + v. {(? -r, p)V
1
- _---_LBx (V × B)]} = ,J.
XT.B = 0. 5
Here p is the plasma density. V is the velocity. B is
the magnetic field, p is the plasma pressure, and q0 is
the production rate at a reference altitude ho. tIo is the
-:cale height of the hot neutral oxygen population, ado
:he ratio of specific heats is "r = 5/3.
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[n the present first-orqer approxlmauon, the newiv
created photoions are considered as cold (T = 0) and
motionless (V = 0) particles. A more rigorous approach
would be to add corresponding source terms to the Eu-
[er (2) and energy (4) equations ie.g., Gombosz et al.,
1994]. However, it was shown by Hierman, et al. I19671
that the major effect is that associated with the mass
continuity equation and that contributions to the mo-
mentum and energy density are small. Therefore in
these preliminary calculations source terms in the mo-
mentum and energy equations are neglected. The ML
term is given by the right-hand side of the mass continu-
ity equation (1). Oxygen photoionization is considered
to be the only mass source with an altitude distribution
described by the exponential function. This production
rate is based on PVO observations for solar maximum,
where the hot neutral oxygen atmosphere had a some
height H0 = 400 km in the subsolar region and a refer-
ence production rate of q0 = 3 × l0 s cm-3s -1 at altitude
h0 = 400 km (Belotserkovskzz et al., 19871. As numerical
simulations, which were made for various mass addition
rates, revealed that the boundary layer develops when
oxygen ion production rate is q0 = 3 x 105 cm-Zs -t
[McGary, 1993; McGary and Pontms, 1994], we carried
on our simulations for this value of q0.
Numerical Model
These numerical calculations were performed with
ttEMIS3D, a three - dimensional ideal MHD code. The
code utilizes the modified Lax-Wendtoff scheme devel-
oped by Rubin and Burstem [t967], which yields stable
solutions by adding numerical diffusion to the scheme.
The dissipative terms (kept as smMl as possible) are
included to help damp out short-wavelength ripples
generated by numerical dispersion and numerically in-
duced reflections from the simulation boundaries, while
leaving the longer-wavetengtll phenomena minimally af-
fected. The equations are solved in all three spatial di-
mensions of a spherical (r, _9, ¢) coordinate system in
which the 8 = 0 axis is directed toward the Sun or into
the solar wind flow. The generally small deviations of
the solar wind flow from the radial direction (with re-
spect to the Sun) are neglected so the solar wind flow
impacting the Venusian ionosphere can be assumed par-
allel to the Sun-Venus line (8 = 0). The spherical co-
ordinate system is centered on the planet so r = R_
represents the planetary surface.
Although a grid defined in spherical coordinates in-
troduces some computational complexity, it has a num-
ber of advantages for studying flow past planetary ob-
stacles such as Venus. One obvious advantage is that
the boundary at the planetary surface occurs at a fixed
value of the radial coordinate, which avoids the compLi-
cations of interpolating in a Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem. Another distinct advantage is that as the center
of Venus is located at the center of the spnerical coor-
iinate system, i_igh rcsoluuon neat Venus is obtained
'_'ithout the expense of hieh resomtion everywhere in
the simuiation. _Y!_eco_e _s constructed in such a man-
_er that it can be applied to a stogie r. _ plane when
the phenomenon being studied is cylindrically symmet-
ric about the poles at 0 = 0 and 0 = ].80 °, as is the case
when the magnetic field is paratlel to the saint wind
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flow. In this case, the simulation code uses a 73 x 74 grid
(v, _ grid dimensions), which corresponds to A8 = 2.5,
with a radial extent of the mmulations of 3Rv. The
largest Av = 0.083Rv. We have checked that the re-
sults for larger extend of the numerical b _undaties were
very close to those presented in this paper. For the cor-
responding discussion, see also Cable and Ste:not/son
i1995].
The time step limit for methods using explicit tempo-
ral differencing for advective problems is the well-known
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Plate 1. Normalized mass densities (P/Poo) for the MHD non loaded (top) and mass loaded
(bottom) simulations for the case of a parallel (BIIV) magnetic field and the plasma _ = 0.5.
Here, p_ is the density of the solar wind. The effect of mass loading (ML) is to increase the
mass density in the overall region, except the tail region in which the mass density is reduced.
p= denotes the solar wind mass density.
CFL condition. At < AI/IV[, where the ceil size is Al
and V isthe fastestphysicalspeed in the system. The
resultingcomputer code [Cable and Steinol.fson,1995]
issecond-orderaccurate inspace and time.
Defining a sphericalboundary for the problem is
easilyaccomplished. However, solvingthe equations
of magnetohydrodynamics in sphericalcoordinatesre-
quires some modificationof the usual Lax-Wendroff
scheme. In particular,the singularpoints at 0 =
0 and 9 = 180° are handled through applicationof
L'Hospltal'sruletoextrapolatevaluesfrom gridpoints
next to thesingularpoints.Sincethe valueofeach vari-
ableat the singular points may vary depending on the
angle o at which the singular points are approached, a
.qux-wet_hted average of the values _t all angles is used
for the final upaated value. Yhis procedure is described
in more detail by Cable and Steinolfson [1995].
We used a simple model for the boundary conditions
that is physically motivated and performs adequately
well. Venus is modeled as a hard, highly electrically
conducting sphere. The inner boundary is taken at the
planetary surface (1 ]?.,) where the radial components of
both the magnetic field and velocity are set to zero. All
other physical variables are computed by extrapolation
of values along a radial line. At the dayside of the outer
radial boundary, all quantities are set to the solar wind
values. The values at the nightside of the outer radiai
boundary are determined by extrapolation along the
local flow direction. Moreover, we have never encoun-
tered transient conditions where the flow was comin_
in from the outer radial boundary. A typical compu-
tation begins with the introduction of the desireci solar
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Plate 2. Normalized plasma flows (V/a_) for the MHD non loaded (top) and mass loaded
(bottom) simulations for the case of a parallel (BiJV) magnetic field and the plasma J = 0.5.
Here, a_ is the sound speed of the solar wind. The effect of ML is to decrea*e the plasma flow.
wind values in the dayside within the numerical box.
The initial IMF is taken from the potential solution for
flow over a sphere so that _7. B = 0 in the initial state.
The continued satisfaction of _7 • B = 0 is assured by
solving a Poisson equation and updating the magnetic
field. The numerical solution then continues until the
interaction achieves an approximate steady state.
The density and pressure ate initially constant through-
out the simulation region. The initial velocity field is
the flow of an incompressible fluid over a sphere, di-
rected along the 0 = 0 line:
is initialized in a similar way, except that B is skewed
with respect to the solar wind flow by the desired angle.
In the present paper, this angle is 0 °. This is clearly
not a frequently occurring case [Phillips et at., 1986!,
but it is a reasonable first-order approximation which
will serve as a reference for comparison with results for
cone angles of 45 ° and 90 °. These processes wdl be
realistically modeled in future calculations.
Results and Discussion
v,(,, e,,,, = o) = -rot1 -( ¢os , (6)
P
'v%(r,_,$,t = 0) = t_;_[1+ 1-,"R" "31sin O,
_' r / J
<T)
v_(r,e,o,_ : _'i = _J. r'8)
where i,;_ is she solar wind speed. The magnetic field
We present all numerical results for the oxygen ion
production rate qo = 3 x l0 s cm-as -t [McGary and
Pontium, 1994] and discuss several values of the plasma
;3 = 8_rpo/B_, namely 19 = 0.1, _ = 0.5, ;3 = 10. and a
typical value of/3 = 1.5. The case of8 = 0.1 (J = i01
corresponds to the strong (weakj magnetic field case.
The physical soiar wind values used are: electron den-
sity n, = 20 cm -3 temperature T = 10 _ °K, souncl
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Plate 3. Normalized plasma pressure (p/(pooa_)) for the MHD non loaded (top) and mass
loaded (bottom) simulations for the case of a parallel (BIIV) magnetic field and the plasma
= 0.5. The effect of ML is to decrease the plasma pressure.
speed 55 km/s, flow velocity 370 km/s, sonic Much num-
ber 6.73, and thermal pressure 6.06- 10 -t° dyn/cm 2.
Other physical parameters are chosen the same as in
the work by Cable and Steinoi/son [1995!.
As a first step to apply the methodology to the prob-
lem of ML in the atmosphere of Venus, we consider an
axisymmetric case with the magnetic field Lines parallel
to the solar wind flow. Consequently, B is parallel to
the Sun-Venus line and the entire solution is rotation-
ally symmetric around this line, _/a_b = 0. We used
the numerical technique described in the previous sec-
tion to obtain a solution of the set of (1)-(5). The flow
is from left to right and all physical quantities are either
symmetric or antisymmetric about the lower boundary.
As shown in Plate t, the mass density is increased in
the case of mass loaded (ML) solutions. This finding
is consistent with a simple anaiysis of mass continu-
ity equation ql) and with previously published results
[e.g., Linker et al., 1989; McGary and Pontzus, 1994 I.
However, a more detalhd close-up reveals that in the
tail and terminator regions the mass density is reduced
by the ML effects (Figure 1). Similar reduction is ob-
served in the case of_ = 0.5 along the Sun-Venus line.
at r = 1.07 R, (Figure la). The density reduction
does not occur at the terminator for _3 = 0.1, while
this effect takes place for _ = 0.5 and /3 = 10 (Fig-
ure lb). The density depletion is stronger for a higher
value of ft. Just at the planetary surface, at r ( 1.3
2?.,, the mass density increase is observed (Figure lb).
In the magnetotail, the plasma density reduction occurs
at the planetary surface for all values of the plasma J.
Again, the rate of density depletion is proportionai to
9. The case of_ = 0.1 differs from the other cases just
_s at the planetary surface p is increased, but farther
._n there is a region of mass depletion which is followed
by a region of mass enhancement (Figure lc). To our
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Plate 4. Normalized plasma temperature (T/To_) for the MHD non loaded (top) and mass
loaded (bottom) simulations for the case of a parallel (BIIV) magnetic field and the plasma
B = 0.5. The effect of ML is to decrease the plasma temperature.
knowledge, this is the first report of mass depletion due
to the ML. The density depletionisa consequence of
the nonlinearterm _7.(pV), which issmallerdue to
the plasma flow reduction by the ML effects.Indeed,
the largestdensity(velocity)increase(decrease)occurs
in the magentotailat r = 3 R.,for13'- 0.1. The nor-
realizeddensityjumps from PNr, _--1.25to PML --_1.5
(Figure Ic),while the magnitude of plasma flow isre-
duced from VNr, __ 4.9 to Vmr. _ 4 (Figure3c). Con-
sequently,p,.vLVNL= 6.125 > PML,_,_L _--6. Therefore
the effectassociatedwith thisnonlinearterm overcomes
the densityincreasingeffectexertedby the exponential
term q0 exp [-(h - ho)/Ito]. The density reduction in
the tail may also be due to the changed shape of the
bow shock. A different bow shock shape may result in
less mass being carried into the tail, regardless of other
,*_ctors.
it follows from Euler equation t2) that we can expect
the reductionof a velocitymagnitude because conserva-
tionof momentum and energy requiresthat the plasma
flowisdeceleratedas a consequence of the mass density
reduction.Plate 2 presentsresultsboth forthe ML and
no loading(NL) simulations.By examining the two so-
lutions,one can see a fundamental differencebetween
them. The effect of ML is to decrease the flow. A de-
creasing rate is highest in the tail region where siow
flows in the case of NL are much more reduced by ML.
The decreasing rate is larger for a smaller value of 2 at
the terminator and in the tail region. The plasma starts
decelerating because of ML well ahead of the shock. In
the subsolar region, this rate is largest for 3 = 0.5. A
large flow deceleration occurs also at the terminator.
close to the planetary surface where the plasma flow
drops from VxL _- 5.7 to V._r,_'24.2 (Figure 2bl. [_-
spectionof Plate 2 revealsthe globalstructureof the
shock and the stagnationregion behind it. The flow
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decelerates at the shock as approaching solar wind ab-
sorbs an increasing number of ions. At the planetary
surface, _ = }L,, there is no perpendicular flow as a con-
sequence of the boundary conditions imposed. Velocity
shears in the radial direction are present at the bow
shock region both for the ML and NL flows, which is
2555
consistent with PVO observations iMihaiov et al., 1982!
and the gasdynamic resulti by McCarv i19931.
Prom (4) we can derive an equation whicl_ governs
the evolution of the NL plasma pressure p
8p
_- + v. (pv) = (1 - _ipv. v. (9)
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As the plasma flow velocity V is decreased bv the ML
effects we can expect a pressure reduction. Tile simula-
tion results shown in Plate 3 are qualitatively consistent
with our expectations. However, Plate _' _hows that the
plasma pressure is increased near the terrainator region,
in the region 0 < 90 ° . This increase is caused by a
nonlinear interaction which is described by the V. (pV)
and pV.V terms. Our results differ from the conclusion
made by McGar v and Pontiu, f1994], who claimed that
the dynamics of the plasma flow are not significantly
affected by ML. A reason for the difference between the
present results and those of McGary and Pontius has
to do with the different models applied; McGary and
Pontius performed gasdynamic (with B = 0) simula-
tions for the cylinder flow, whereas our model concerns
MHD and a plasma sphere.
The above scenario may differ for different values of
/3. It occurs in the case of a sufficiently small value of[3
that the magnetic field is so strong that the fast shock
becomes an intermediate one iStetnoifson and Ilund.
hausen. 1990]. For example, tfl_e ML increases the gas
pressure along the whole Sun-Venus fine in the ease of
3 = 0.1 and _3 = 10 (Figure 3a} but reduces it in the
case ofB = 0.5, /3 = 1, and _3 : 1.5 at the planetary
surface. In the bow shock region, an enhancement of
p due to the ML is observed for all values of/3. The
strongest enhancement seems to occur for/3 : 0.5. At
the terminator (Figure 3b), the gas pressure is increased
by ML. The rate of decrease is highest at the planetary
surface for/3 = 0.1, while at larger distances the influ-
ence of ML on p is negligible. The pressure reduction at
the planetary surface is caused by the right-hand side
term of (9) which becomes small at the surface because
of the flow reduction. The bow shock is closer to the
planetary surface for a higher value of/3, in accordance
with our expectations. At the magnetotail the pressure
is reduced (Figure 3c). The reduction rate is highest at
the planetary surface for the smailest value of 3 and is
a monotonic function of ,3.
The next point of comparison between the ML and
NL results is the temperature distribution around Venus.
As for the ideal gas the plasma temperature T is pro-
portional to p/p so both p and p play a major role in
determining its behavior. We already learned that for
B = 0.5 O (P) is increased (decreased) by the ML effects
everywhere except in the terminator and tail (nose) re-
gions. Therefore, we may expect the general behavior of
T would be to decrease its magnitude by the ML effects.
Indeed. Plate 4 indicates that the ML significantly cools
the flow relative to the NL case. The cooling occurs as
zero-temperature oxygen ions are introduced into the
flow and thermatized iMcGaq/ and Pont,us, 19941. The
behavior of T is interesting to discuss in more deiail as
a function of the radial direction r at different locations
of 0. In the case of 0 : i), for d : 0.1 and ;3 = t0
the temperature is decreased by ML both at the plane-
tary surface and at the sunward side of the bow shock
{Figure ,in}, while in the shock the effect of ML is neg-
ligible. ['he curves which correspond to the ML possess
maxima in the magnetosheata, wmie no maxima exist
for the 5"L case. A similar maximum occurs aisoin the
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Figure 6. Terminator positions for different values orthe masma
[3and for the non loaded and mass loaded simulations, i-l;c bo_
shock at the terminator is shifter farther away farther a_sav (r:_m
the surface of Venus.
case ofB = 0.5 for the ML curve. Now, however, ML
cools the plasma at the planetary surface but warms it
in the bow shock region. The temperature increase at
the bow shock was observed recently by Gombosz et al.
[1994] in their simulations of the interaction of an ex-
panding cometary atmosphere with the solar wind. At
the terminator, the plasma is warmed by ML (Figure
4b). The warming is more significant at the planetary
surface and is higher for a higher value of B. The cooling
occurs at the magnetotall (Figure 4c). The cooling rate
is higher at the surface of Venus and for a smaller value
of B. This is a consequence of the pressure decrease
at the planetary surface (Figure 3c). The mass den-
sity is increased for B = 0.1 and decreased for 3 = 0 5
and B = 10, but the decreasing rate is smaller than
the pressure decreasing rate (Figure lci. Consequently,
T .., p/p is much decreased at the surface of Venus. Fhe
cooling rate is much more significant than the warming
effect. The bow shock position is closest to the plane-
tary surface for the smallest presented values of _. The
bow shock distance from Venus grows with _.
Plate 5 shows the magnitude of the magnetic field.
In the subsolar region there is no jump in the magni-
tude of the magnetic field across the bow shock. At the
flanks, however, the magnetic field increases through
the bow shock. The magnetic tail is a region of reduced
magnetic field. It can be seen that the ML exerts some
influence on the magnetic field strength. Small differ-
ences occur at the sunward side of the shock where the
magnetic field is decreased by the ML effects i Figure
5a). This effect is small for /3 = 0.1 and grows with
,3. The decrease in the magnetic field strength nearest
the planet along the stagnation streamline, is the re-
sult of the boundary conditions (B,(r = Rv,O,t) = O)
imposed together with the fact that the parallel shock
does not change a value of the magnetic field across
_he shock..ks the planet is conducting there can be
no radial magnetic field component at the surface of
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Venus.But near the subsotar Line. the solar wind mag-
netic field is purely radial. Consequently, the magnetic
field strength has to drop to zero in this region. This -_.5
behavior counter to the common picture of B piling up
in the stagnation region in the case of B ± V [Cable "_
o4
and Steinot/son, 1995; Murawski and Stemol[son, 1995]
and would only occur for the magnetic field nearly par- "_ -4.s
k_
allel to V. At the terminator, the ML enhances the o"
magnitude of B at the bow shock. Therefore at the
II
planetary surface B is reduced. A decreasing rate is c-
hardly dependent on _. The largest differences occur in "-_ -5.5
the magnetotall where the magnetic field is enhanced >
by ML. The strongest enhancement occurs for B = 0.1.
This behavior contradicts our expectations, which fol-
low a simple analysis of (3) wherein as a consequence of
-6.5
V decrease we expect the magnetic field reduction by
the ML effects. However, V couples nonlinearly with
the magnetic field. The coupling occurs through the
term V x (V x B), which determines the overall behav-
ior of the magnetic field rather than the plasma flow V
only.
Inspection of Plates I-5 reveais that a bow shock is
formed upstream of Venus. The principal effects are
that the bow shock is displaced farther from Venus in
the case of the ML plasma [Belotserkovskii et al., 1987;
Brans et al., 1989; McGary and Pontms, 1994]. For
precise investigation of the bow shock structure, Fig-
ures 1-5 exhibit the plasma mass density, velocity, gas
pressure, temperature, and magnetic field distribution
along the Sun-Venus (8 = 0°), terminator (8 = 900),
and 8 = 180 ° line. Inspection of these figures reveals
that the pressure at the planetary surface is larger for a
smaller value of_. The ML effects also shifts the shock
at the terminator farther away from the planetary sur-
face (Figure 6). This shift is largest for intermediate
values of the plasma Z3. These results show the bow
shock at the terminator is in about the position of the
PVO observations _iT,_trail_ay et ai.. [984: Russell eL
al., 19901. Average subsolar ann terminator distances
of the bow shock are about 1.15 R, and 2 R_ (from
the center of the planet), respectively. To match the
observed locations (at the nose) of the bow shock, the
MHD model requires that the mass loading be greatly
enhanced.
Rusgetl and Zhang I1992] in their analysis of PVO
data found that during periods when the solar wind
magnetosonic Mach number is near unity and the plasma
beta is low, the bow shock may travel to distances
greater than 10 R._ away from the planet. On the ba-
sis of previous work on the formation of MHD shocks
in coronal mass ejections (Steinoi/son and Hundhausen,
1990!, it was felt that the solar wind conditions had be-
come (during the far bow shock excursions) such that
the usual fast MHD shock is no ionger a stable solu-
tion. The lower than normal plasma beta and mag-
netosonic Mach number are in a parameter regime for
which the usual fast-mode bow shock close to the planet
may not provide the necessary compression and deflec-
t.ion of the soiar wind. Using .\IHD simuiations, it was _-
"vi --
shown _Steznoifson and Cable. 1_93 that. for these con-
ditions, tae usuai fast shock is replace0 by a bOW siaock
I
0 5 10 15 20
time
Figure 7. Time history of the radial velocity component ( l'. ,,_,
at the spatial position very close to the bow shock for the r,:J,._
loaded simulations. The upper dowerl curve correspoz_ds to J
10 (13 = 0.1). Not the stabilizing effect of the stronger maer_c::.
field.
configuration containing an intermediate shock near the
Sun-Venus llne and a fast shock at large distances from
the Sun-Venus line. The resulting configuration propa-
gates upstream away from the planet at a low speed and
appears to be approaching a new equilibrium stand-off
location at a large distance from the planet.
Plates 1-5 exhibit waves which propagate along the
bow shock boundaries. We have checked that these
waves are not numerical artifacts as they do not dis-
appear for a finer numerical grid and are persistent in
time (not shown). These waves are generated by the
solar wind impact, which is exerted by the solar wind
on the plasma surrounding the planet. The first impact
shifts the plasma towards the surface of Venus, white
later in time the magnetic field recovers and the plasma
is displaced farther away from the planet. Moreover,
the bow shock first builds closer to the planet and then
its altitudes at the equator (8 = 0 °) and at the termi-
nator (8 = 90 °) grow in time. As a consequence, the
nose of the bow shock oscillates in time. The Alfv6n
and slow oscillations, which are guided by the magnetic
field lines {e.g., Murawski e_ al., 1995], are fed by the
Kelvin-Helmholt_. (KH) instabilities (e.g., Ranktn et al..
1993], which are more apparent in the case of a weak
magnetic field case. Figure T presents the radial com-
ponent of the plasma flow as a function of time and for
t3 = 0.1 and B = 10. This component is calculated at
a spatial position which is very close to the bow shock.
As expected, the stronger magnetic field makes the ttow
less unstable as the amplitude of oscillations is smaller
in the case orb = 0.1 than in the case of z3 = 10. The
KH instabilities criterion [e.g., Rankin et al., 19931
Pz P2
(p, • p.,_ ik (v-_- v!)] _-
(B 1 . k) 2 _, {B 2
4_'(pi -rP2)
kj 2
1.0¸)
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Plate 5. Normalized magnitude of the magnetic field (B/_ox/"_a_) for the MHD non loaded
(top) and mass loaded (bottom) simulations for the case of a parallel (BIIV) magnetic field and
the plasma _3 = 0.5. The effect of ML is to increase the magnitude of B in the terminator region.
is satisfied easier for a less magnetized flow. In this for-
mula indices 1 and 2 correspond to variables on different
sides of the bow shock, while wi denotes the growth rate
of the KH instabilities. It is easy to find out that the
flow is unstable (_ > 0) for a aon-magnetic plasma
(B 1 = B 2 = 0). On the other hand, strong magnetic
fields can make the flow stable (_/: < 0). Intermediate
values of the magnetic fields stabilize the flow and in
particular the flow can be marginally stable (w_ = 0).
These instabilities occur in the region where the flow
has a large gradient such as at the bow shock. Assum-
ing that the wave propagation k is parallel to the flow
V and magnetic fieldB, itfollowsfrom if0) that
2_/" ;,.2 .12
,'ll)
where now the piasma parameters are normalized by
the unitsof the solarwind. VA isthe Alfvdn speed of
the solarwind. At the surfaceof Venus, V2 = B2 =
0. Upstream of the bow shock, the mass densitypl
and the plasma flow Vl are hardly dependent on the
plasma _. Therefore we can put Pt _ 0.95and V_ _ 6.7
in normalized units. For _ - 0.i (/3= 10) we have
p_ m 3.9 (P2 _ 3.7)and BI -_ 0.93 (BI "" 0.91). Itis
easy tocheck thatthe right-handsideof(11)ispositive,
indicatingthat the flowisKH unstableforboth _ = L2.I
and/3 = I0.
Summary
The interaction of the solar wind with Venus is stud-
ied using numerical solutions of the time-dependent
ideal two - dimensional MHD equations. A modified
Lax-Wendroff scheme (Cable and Steinoifson. J.995/ is
used to solve the equations in a spherical coordinate
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system. For these computations the detailed chemistry
of the ionosphere is neglected, and the planet is treated
as aconducting sphere. Numerical computations have
been perfomed to study the effect of ML and the IMF
strength on the magnetic barrier and the general con-
figuration of the magnetic tail. The IMF orientation
included in this study is parallel to the solar wind flow
direction.
The main results are the following: The ML increases
the mass density in the overall region, except the termi-
nator and tail where the mass density depletion occurs
as a consequence of the nonlinearity action. The mass
density depletion is larger for a higher 3. As a ¢onse-
qenee of this reduction, the plasma flow, pressure, and
temperature are reduced. This scenario depends, how-
ever, on a value of the plasma/3. It was found that for
/3 = 0.1 both the plasma pressure and the temperature
are increased at the dayside by the ML.
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Abstract. The large-scale tgiobal) interacnon of the
atmosphere of Venus with the surrounding medium is
numerically simulated in the framework of 3-dimen-
sional magnetohydrodynamics. The simulations are
performed for the case of the interplanetary, magnetic
field perpendicular to the solar wind flow. The model
reproduces several features of the interaction predicted
by earlier theories and observations. The solar wind
interaction with Venus is characterized by the mass
loading of the solar wind with heavy oxygen ions which
are produced by the photoionization of neutrals in the
extensive ionosphere. This mass loading slows down
the solar wind and ultimately leads to the formation of
a magnetic barrier and a magnetotail. The location of
the bow shock is barely affected by different values of
the magnetic field strength.
I. Introduction
The solar wind is an almost collislontess plasma consisting
mainly of protons and electrons _ hich flow outward from
the Sun. eventually exerting an _mpact on planets.
Although the solar wind carries _lth it the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF), Venus has virtually no intrinsic
magnetic field le.g Luhmann, 19861. Direct observations
i bv the Mariner. le,u,ra, and Pf,mucr lcmz._ mlssionsj at
Venus ha,,e demonstrated that tile ptanets atmosphere
consists of a magnetoshcath boUnclcd b\ a bow shock on
the outward side and ionopause on the louver side. The
bow shock is a thin region across v,hich the plasma par-
ameters change drastically. The bo_ shock exists because
the solar wind Is supersomc and super-Alf,,enic and must
become subsonic In order to flow around the obstacle.
Vhe Itmospflerlc pin_ma x_illcfl tric_, to exclude the solar
_lnd plasma _lth it,, ,t',_,ocmtcd IMF _, ,t _cry good elec-
trical conductor Hence. tide lonOsl3nere torms a nearly
impenetrable obsl:.lcic _.:hlcb c:tll ,,erxe to dixert the solar
,.urreslTonaen_e K..\| ul'aV, sl,.:i
wind around it. The shocked solar wind slo_s dot_n a_ ,'.
approaches the planet, and as a conseauence, the m:t,_,_c L:.
field strength builds up. resulting in the Iormatlt)n ¢_i
magnetic barrier located outside the daysidc ionopau_c
The ionopause is usually coincident with the bottom _!
the magnetic barrier. It is one of the major rams t)l ",pace
plasma physics to measure the plasma properucs throu_,n-
out the whole atmosphere and to develop computer mou-
els for its representation. Evaluation of a computer model
must depend ultimately on how well the results match
observations, but valuable insight can also be gained b_
comparison of the results that were obtained b_ d_tlcrent
numerical techniques and by analytical estlmatmn iIax ali-
able.
Application of magnetohydrodynamJcs to the _t,i.tl,
wind interaction with Venus was initiated b_ Sprinter c,,
al. (1970). At that time the gasdynamm equatmn_ _c_c
solved for the density, velocity, and pressure, x_iafle tint
magnetic field was evaluated in a subsequent ster_ bx ,,_t,.-
ing the induction equation using values for the dcns_tx
provided by the gasdynamic solution. This approach con-
cerns the scenario in which the magnetm field linc_ arc
convected with the local flow of the plasma.
Mass loading (ML) effects have been imptementcc_ b',
Belotserkovskii et al. (I 987), Cloutier eta/. I 1987 ). P h_lli p_
et al. (1987), Stahara et al. (1987), Breus et al. t 1989_..t_u
Sauer et al. (1994). A comparison of the results oI Statnaru
et al. with those of Belotserkovskii el al. rc,,cai_ _c_crai
major differences. The results of Belotserko_skt_ ,._ ,_/
indicate that the ML has a large effect on the Iocatam ,,I
the bow shock, movmg it to a position shghtly bexonu
that observed by PVO. while Stahara eta/. claim that t_c
location of the bow shock is barely affected by the M L ol
the flow.
It has been shown by Murawski and Stemotfson _ i'#,)_ !
that m the case where the IMF is parallel to the ,,_tal, vv_,_d
tlow. the ME increases the mass dcns_tx _n the _)',crztti
region, except the terminator and tml _here _ne ma,,
density depletion occurs because of the nonlinear:t,,
action. ,-ks a consequence of this reducuon tl_e DI;thnld
:lOW, pressure, and temperature are reaucec:. This sccnarl_
2-14
deDen(ls, ilo\_e\er. OF1 _1 ',;_iue el '<]]c ,']d>,mtL i) [:. _,aS- "
:dune that It)l" JS -=. {t ] both the pl;V-,lllCl nressure and the
_cmperuturc arc _ncreuscd ;.it the davsldcbv the ML.
It is the purpose orthis paper to (est theconclusions of
Stahara el uL and Belotserkovsku t,r <,,i.. alld extend the
4nalv,,qs o1' Murax_,ski and Steinoif.,,on into the case of the
IX'l F pcrpcndicuiar Io tile solar _;ind I1o_
Fhc D;ipcr i_ org;inl/Cd ;1_ i ollowx..\lathcnlail(.'a] aild
nunlcrlcal models o1 the d} 11;.11111(2,,t)l l _,cntlSl;ill plasnla
dl'e stio_n ii1 ._CCtlOn 2.._unlcrlcail\ t)_talncd resuhs tire
presented 111a later section of this paper. The paper closes
',_lth a brief summan,, of presented results and general
remarks.
2. Simulation model
The interaction between a solar wind and the atmosphere
of Venus is assumed to be governed by _deal MHD equa-
tions u,hich represent coupling of the l;luid dynamic equa-
tions v, ith Maxv<etl's equations ofelectroclyn_lmics by neg-
!CCllnE cicctrosiatlC ¢orce. dlsplaccn'le '11 current, heat
:l-;inSlCl. and dampinl2 CI}'_Clx \½C ',oJt C ti]C [t)liOWllll_ term
of the compressible 7\IHD equations <i._all mitial-vatue
problem:
(l pV
(:p
?t +V' (pV) = 3I
-_-g'[(p%)%] = -Vp+ I,V×B)x B
B
' "{) {(,'r:)& t __ "'- I -)- +- V" -'- _p V
• 7-1
+-[Bx (V × B)]
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letted. The mass loading term M can thus nc rcnrc,,cp.t
as (McGarv and Pontius. 1994)
M --. Me exp [ - (h -h<,h H,,]
where J4",_ is proportional to the product or the numr>
density of the neutral hot oxwzen molecules at _hc pi_r_c_
nose and their mass. divided'by tt]e ch,irtictcrl.,llc liiilC I,
photoionization. The magnitude of the intcn_tx <>l _
pickup at Venus appears to vary slen icantl_ t>_'r tilt:
year solar cycle (Russell et al.. 1"9915).
The ion production rate is based on Pioneer l,n,
observations for solar maximum, where thc hot neutr:
oxygen atmosphere had a scale height tf,, = .,!.()(1kl;1 i
the subsolar region and a reference production rate ,
.14'o= 3x 10_ cm -s s-_ at altitude h, = 400 km (Bold
serkovskii et aL, 1987). As numerical simulatmns mac
for various mass addition rates revealed that the bounda r
layer develops when the oxygen ion production r:ltc
M'0 = 3 x 10_cm -s s-' (McGary, 1993: McGarv and Pul
tius, 1994), we carried on our simulations for'th_s _lt_
of Me.
The MHD equations are solved numerlcail_ us_ne _:
modified Lax-Wendroff ahmrithm (Rubin and Bt.lr,,tcll
1967). In our 3-dimensionai'simulations the equamm,, al
solved in a spherical (r, O, ¢) coordinate system in _ hicl
the 8 = 0 axis is directed toward the Sun and 0 = 0 cot
responds to the equatorial plane. This coordinate s_stcn
(I) is centered on the planet which is modeled as ,t "hard
highly electrically conducting sphere. Consequentt,,. tl_
plasma velocity and magnetic field are required t{_ b
12) parallel to the surface of the planet, and zero-order r_c_m
extrapolation is used to determine the other quantities, o_
the planet surface. The values at the nightside of the outc_
radial boundary are determined by extrapolation ',tlonc
the local flow direction. To carry out numerical s_mu:
lations, solar wind conditions are maintained on thc da_-
= 0 (3) side of the outer radial boundary. The simulation co<J_
used a 73 x 74x41 grid (r. O, 49 grid dimensions)Viii,
corresponds to the angular grid spacmgs. Ai)= i 5 .,ha
(4) Aa) = 4.75, with a radial extent of the slmutatmns el 3R,
The largest radial spacing is Ar = 0.083R,,. The resultinu
computer code (Cable and Steinotfson. 1995)is second L
order accurate in space and time.
The denisty and pressure are initially constant throueh-
out the simulation region. The initial'vetocitv tietd ts ihc
flow of an incompressible fluid over a sphere, dircctcci
along the 0 = 0 line:
,'B
-Vx(VxB).
('-(
Here p is the gas density, V the velocity. 13 the divergence
free IV. B = 0) magnetic field, p the gas pressure, and the
ratio of specific heats is ;. = 5 '3.
We assume that the only important source of ion pickup
is due to the photoionization of the hot oxygen corona.
The newly created ions move so slowly th£n essentially
their flow does not contribute to momentum and energy
cquauons. Moreover. we consider the case that the ion
production rate is proportional to neutral atmosphere
oxygen density. In the present first-order approximation.
the nev, iv created photoions are considered as cold
(T= O) and mouonless IV = (1) particles. A more n_-
orous v, av would be to add corresponding source terms
to Euler _21 and energy (3) equations (e._. Gombosi et
al.. 19941 However. it was shown bv Biermann et al.
( t 967) that the major effect is that associated with the mass
continmt.,, equation and contributions to the momentum.
magnetic field, and enerev density are small. Therefore.
_n these ,":rchmlnarv C;llCUltltlOtlS ,,c)tlrce terms ll'l the
moment'am, magnetic field, ana energy cqmmons are nea-
v,,,00,=0,= I('))
I ' "'7)'iVo(r,O,d),t = O) = f,',, 1-,- 7 smU i-
V,(r,O,_,t = ()) = O. (_
The magnetic field is initialized in a similar _a_. cx_:cpt
that B is skewed with respect to the solar wind flow by tl_c
desired angle. The initial IMF is taken from ti_c potcianai
_olution for flow over a sphere so that V. B = _) _n rnc
,nitial state. The continued satlsfactmn uf g'. g = ,, ,.
.a..,sured bv soiviniz a Poisson equation and updatlnu in.
_'-- k, lUr_l_,_,'_KI drill R _ _t_'ll3OIIS(_n X',Lln'leFIU_tk m_.letln_ ol the Solar win0. Interaction with "Venus =<
Fig. I. Overall behavior of Ihe soh_r _ ind-Venus interaction for the case of the perpendicular muunetlc
field. The tnittul Iocattons ol" the blue fluid elements were equally spaced along a line located ',ell
;thead of the shock front, perpenaicular to the solar wind flow. Their positions are shown in the rir, ure
,tt tnne increments of 5 s. Note that the fluid elements are slowed as they entered the shock front, ilacn
,_ccelerated a_am ,,,,'hen they passetl over the planet surface. The magnetic field lines, m veilo_., r)ficd
_p at the planet surface
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(b)
Hff,. 2. Rcconncctc_j licid I:n¢_ in Ihc lait region in the ca,,,c ol the magnetlr field perpendicular 1o tile
-_i_ir _ ind fl(_ ,, :he \ L ,.,_¢: (b) the M L case. ,Note that as a consequence oi the plasma flo\_
•,.'duct_on. (i_e reconnecte_ i_nes _re puJled a_av Irom the Dianet by the MI_ effects
"-, !'.]l.llLl_A.,_xi ,LI%_.l J{ _ ,_LdlI1L)IIS(.){1 i N, kIIllL'IlCLII Illt_dCIIll_ _l ',;_C '_Ol.sr '.'.u_a interacnon _ltn Vunus ,.-
(a)
(b)
Fill. 3..\ _!.I111111;H".,oI' the licld line bCh;.ivior_, itl the NL (it) and ML (b) ca.,,¢.,,.The vicv,, j:,, from the
tail looking .'ii the n[ghtside oi" the planet
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(a}
Fig. 5. The pressure distrlbuttons of the solar wind : (a) the ecliptic ;md noon-midnight planes for _he
NL mmuiatlons : (b) the echntlc ;_nd noon-midnight planes for the ML simulations ; (c) the terminator
plane for the NL ,_.nd ,\IL _imuiutlons
,':- \lura_._.sKl arid R. S. Stelnoltsorl ,',:.:'merlca_ t:lodellnE el tile solar win(1 interaction wltn Venus :u
:::i_lIC{l_ [:CIL1 "_]IC [ILIRICF'.JLIJ -,,ILI[]_H Lff, 2_ __C'[IlInUC_
qIIill [he llll.Cra_ion ii_illC\ c_ ,L[!,iDDro\inliLie sl.eaL1\ st..iie.
\ typical computiitlon h_.'glli> _ltii the llltroductlon of
ti_e desired >oiar _lilcl _aitlcs m _t'c da\_lde withm the
HUnlerlc',li box.
3. Numerical results
\Ve present :til iltllllerlciti ic_uit_ ___iI ii_e L)x)Igen ion pro-
dciCtlon rate .il,, = J × iO" cm , {McOai\ cind Pontius.
}994) ailcl pcrlorrn COlT'iputal.it)llS \_ Ith a cone angle olC.lO
,the perpendicular c'<t_el. _hile the a_craEe >olar 'alnd
.cme :Ingle IS reported as 4_.: t:Phillins ,.'l :_1.. 1996}. The
.c)lllptlt_l[lc)ll_ with the ctJne cllt_ie dill Ithc parallel ca_¢l
have been reported pre_tousl.,, bx Mura,,vski and Ste-
_nollson 11995). The physlcai solar _lnd _alues used :ire"
electron derlsitv ii.. = 20 crn . :,:iTlperature T = l() _ K.
.ound speed 55 km s: flow ,.cioclt;' 370 km s-_. sonic
\|'<lch number 0.73. and thermai pre_stire _06 x 10 .... dvn
_m _)ther pn)_cal P:.lrilnlclcr> <iic chosen the same as
:: t_ able and Steinoiison l l';cle,_
i-i_,ure i >t_ows the global conmzurauon of the magnetic
,held lines and fluid elements traces from the final con-
ligurauon oI the numerical __lmulation. The solar vdnd
flows _n From the left-hand side to_,,ards the planet. Yellow
lines mdicate magnetic field lines which pile up at the
shock front, and then sti_ oxer the planet, forming mag-
nctotad. The blue dots represent the instantaneous pos-
lllons of nine fluid elements moxmg from left to right in
the plate. Succesm, e posmons for each fluid element are
_,eparated from one another bv a time increment of 5 s.
The fluid elements that enter the bow shock center are
_ignificantly slowed in their courses, then accelerated
again as they pass over the surface of the planet. In the
dayside part of the planet, ilow _elocities become small.
.lnd a .,,tagnai,on point is formed ahead el'the planet. This
,cenano is i_ardlv affected b\ the M L clfects and is similar
for different values el tt_e :,otar _lnd magnetic held
qrengtn.
Figure 2 shows the reconnected magnetic field lines in
the magnetotafl of Venus. These lines are stretched out
into the tail in a roughly conical volume with a base radius
'which depends on the strength of ML. ,As the ML effects
reduce a plasma flow in the tad region, the reconnected
region _s shifted farther out from the planet surface for
non-zero M L elfects. The ionosphere of Venus captures
field lines which drape over the planet to form an ant>
parallel magnetic field connguratmn m the magnetotail.
Convergmg flows in the magnenc lobes squeeze the ant>
parallel magnetic lines to Form a thin plasma sheet.
Eventuail,,. m:tc, netlc rcconnectlon occurs in this remon.
Fhe rcs_suv_tx producing the reconnection originates in
numencai diffusion x_mch _nherentlv builds tip in a
numenc:fi _cheme. This scenario resembles reconnecuon
c_ents in the magnetotafi c)I cornets IOtzino c,_ al.. 1986}.
()ur tindin_s el the magnetic rcconnecuon m the tail
region :ire consistent ruth McComas _,g _L,'.'s 11986} result.
,i_at _ t:R, do_nstrearn, tp,c crossflo_ ilcid is reversed
,[11_, .ti;_)tl{ " ,)1 tile [IP,'lC iic DFc>cn{ results ..,Li_ts_2s{
.Iso [n:l_ a ,_t<,ner _.;L[LII2t)[ L!'t'2 \1 [_ :L::C l> r_ceded to smi't
:]e reconnectlon rer, lon tiirther OLIL item tl!C _,_I:_cc !
Venus.
Figure 3 _ummarizes the various field line_ ',ac _:,_c
,_bserved in the case of no loading (NLI and $,IL ,a_:_u-
lations. The field line passing around the opposite _dc _I
Venus has flowed downstream with the impactmg ,,<,a,tr
wind and has become caught on the dayside of the manet
The uppermost field line slips over the planets _uriacc
and bends into a U-shaped form. with the U-openln<_,
in the downstream direction. Spiraling field lines _ i_lc.'t_
exhibit reconnection can be seen toward the bottom. Fhc
ML affects mostly the magnetic field lines at the m:_,'-
netotail (Fig. 3hi where two lines alrcad_ undcn_cnt tl_c
reconnection, and the third one. in a U-shaped Iorm. >
close to a reconnection state, e\ plasma flow _n tnc c_ua-
toriat plane brings the two magnetic field lines into the {
shaped form. These lines may undergo reconnecnon tf tlic
flow in the O = 0: plane is small enough not to reduce the
curvature of magnetic field lines. As ML decreases, the
ltow in the tail region of the reconnection occurs Iartilcr
out from the planet surface.
Figure 4 shows the influence of the ML c_}cct_ _,H _,c
radial for B) and tangenual (or 17,) comnonents _ :p,c
magnetic field. These components are measurec] .ta<,:l,-,
the circular orbit ofr = 1.4Rv in the equatorial Io = _
plane. The values of the radial component are Increased
by the ML effects and are very similar in magnitude t_,
those recorded bv PVO (Luhmann et at., 1991 " Dublmn
et al.. 1991). Although the ML enhances the tangentlai
component of the magnetic field, its value is still too _matl
,it the current sheet which is located at 0 = 180 Luhm:inn
et al. (1991) show that this component reaches a vatuc of
10 nT at the current sheet. This disagreement mdicatc:,
that the rate of the ML effects is too small or other pro-
cesses apart from MHD phenomena are at work main-
taining the cross-flow field strength in this region.
Figure 5 exhibits the spatial distributions of the ,-a_
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Fig. 6, The plasma (p, T, p) profiles in the case of the perpendicular magnetic field for the NL (broken
lines) and ML (solid lines) slmulations. Profiles are made along: (at the Sun-Venus line; (b} 8 = 90 .
4) = 90- line; Ic) () = 90:. _ = 0' line: (d) 0 = 180° line. The grid points were denoted by stars m the
profile of the ML piasma pressure p (at. The mass density p is denoted here by d
pressure from the perpendicular simulations. As stated
above, the outer computational boundary was 3Rv, but
,here we show only the region contained _:ithin 1.75Rv in
_rder to bring more detads. Figure 4a 14b) shows the
ecliptic and noon-midnight planes ror the case of NL
(ML) simulations. Formation or the bow shock can be
seen in front of Venus. The distance between the shock
and Venus is larger in the case of ML. This is in agreement
with observations by PVO. When the solar activity was
near its maximum these observations indicated that the
bow shock receded significantly from the surface of Venus
(e.g. Slavin eta/.. 1983}..-ks the t.me progressed toward
_olar minimum, the shock approached the planet's
surface, and the process eventuaib repeated l'ollowin_ a
trend similar to that of the pre;qoussolar c_.cie (Tatrailyay
et at., 19841.
Note that the pressure maximum occurs downstream
of the shock, then drops to a lower _atue at the planet's
surface (Fig. 0at. See also Tanaka I1993). and Cable and
Stcinoli'son (1995). In the parallel c:_se the pressure
maxtmum occurs at the planet surface _Cable and Ste-
_nolfson. 1995: Xlura'aski and Steinoll'son. 1995"). The
erect of ML > _o increase _decrease_ the pressure
:mstream (<iownstream) or the NL bow shock. This
i_ehav_or ,s mdepenoent o(the magnetic taeid strength. In
the parallel case a similar gas pressure reduction due to
the ML occurs for/Y =0.5. For/_ =0. l and I0. the ,-'a.,
pressure is enhanced by the ML (Murawski and Stc_-
nolfson, 1995). Similar behavior occurs for the plasma
temperature which is higher at the subsolar sldc or thc N I.
bow shock. Such plasma warming is observed also _n the
case of the parallel simulations for/3 = 0.5. However. the
cases of/_ = 0. I and I0 differ from this behavior (Mur-
awski and Steinolfson, 1995). The mass density _,
increased at the nose region (Fig. 6at, as in the case o_ thc
parallel simulations (Murawski and Steinolfson. 1995)
Figure 5c shows the pressure distribuuon _n the ter-
minator plane (0 = 90°). Again. the pressure )s Increa>,cd
(together with T and p increase), and the bow shock
distance from the planet's surface is increased v, hen the
ML is applied (Fig. 6b). The increase ofp occurs m,unl_
in the magnetosheath. Note also that the bow shock ts
thicker in the case of ML. There are two small depietu>n_
ofp which occur for the ML soluuons at both the ec)ua-
torial and day-night planes (Figs 5 and 6b.c).
It appears with some effort on Figs 5c and 6b.c tn',lt
'he bow shock is flattened at the terminator plane. FI_,:.
ttattenmg occurs in the equatorial plane as the shock d_,,-
tance from me pianet surface ts _arger m the a_ = !_ plane
:han in the a_ = ,4(); ntane. Althout_rl this _s m agreemen,,
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Fig. 7..%:, tot Fig. " but lor B and l.' Prohles arc along the Sun-
Venusiinela)andalongti_eg= 180 [ine(bj
with the results by Russell et al. (1990), it is rather unlikely
that the degree of flattening of the Venus bow shock could
!_e ac_.'ounted for _n this way to match the ooservauons.
l_]lese rL'-.Ults 41e 41so in agreement x_lth the conclusion
drawn nv Russeii (,r al. 11988) v, ho showed that the cross
section el the bow shock in the terminator plane was
almost perfectly circular when the IMF was aligned with
the sotar wind flow but departed from circularity by about
10% _hen the IMF was perpendicular to the solar wind
d_recuon. For the asymmetric case the smaller diameter
',_as I'ound to he aligned with the [MF.
In the magnetot'afl regmn the mass dcns_i,, _, enhanced
at the planet surlacc due to the M L. At farther distances.
the ML rcauces u qF'ig. 0dl. This behaxlor _:iffers from
the parallel case for which ,o is reduced at tile planet and
_:nhanced in the tail. at larger distances, in the parallel
_use o _senhanced for/_ = 0 1 but. depienon re,.zions exist
ior l/ = ,t 5 and 10 I Murax_.,,ki and Stelnol(son. i995). The
_,as prcssure and temperature increase due to me M L {Fig. 0d I.
The ma,,znct_c licid strcn-th rises monolonicailv to :t
peak at the pl:mct'_ ,,urlace lndlcatintz tile Iormation ola
magnetic _arner Itable and SteinoiIson. i9c_5). A detailed
_nvesugatlon o( _he magnetic field along the Sun-Venus
l_ne shmss that B _s ennanccd Ireduced_ b_ \IL unstream
1,)'_ rl>tic:.tm _ c)l {i]C non-ioadcd bo;_ ,,neck t Fi_. 7a_. At
.,2 [C:':_!Fh.ll,.)r It_ = -;11 t B I:.,tFlcrea_¢.L1 o' "ze,\lLcffects
wln_ interaction wltn Venus "_5]
while in the parallel case, B is ennancea at aistances Iarther
tctoserl to the planet's surface _MurawsKi ana Sic>
nolfson. 1995). The departure of the bow shock from tiac
planet's surface as a consequence or the ML appued _,
also discernible on the spatial distribution of the magnetic
field. In the magnetotail. M L ennanccs B at tile planet
surface tr < 2.5Rv) and reduces it at longer distances I Fig
7b). Note also two minima which correspond to recon-
nect:on regions. ME shifts the reconnectlon region _rom
r -= 2.35Rv to 2.8Rv.
4. Summary
The interaction of the solar wind with Venus is studied
using numerical solutions of the time-dependent ideal 3-
dimensional MHD equations. A modified Lax-Wendroff
scheme (Cable and Steinolfson. 1995) is used to sol_c
the equations in a spherical coordinate system. For these
computations the detailed chemistry of the mnosphcrc _,
neglected, and the planet is treated as a conductnlg spncrL.
Numerical computations have been performed to stud,.
the effect of ML, the IMF orientation and strength on the
magnetic bamer, draping of the magnetic field over the
planet, the slippage of the field around Venus. and the
general configuration of the magnetic tail. The IM F orien-
tation included in this study is perpendicular to the solar
wind flow direction. The numerical computations ha_e
been carried on for a long time which allow us to believe
that we approached a quasi-steady state.
The perpendicular case, although similar in some
aspects, differs in a general behavior to the parallel case
In particular, it has been found that the plasma dynamlc_
is hardly affected by the strength of the magnetic field
which originated from the solar wind. The location of the
bow shock is virtually the same for different values of the
plasma/7. The IMF lines pile up against the atmospheric
plasma and drape over the planet to form a magnctoL_
with two lobes of opposite magnetic polarity separatecl b,,
a plasma sheet. The parailel magnetic held causes tnc
plasma dynamics to be highly sensitive to a value of the
plasma fl (Murawski and Steinoffson, 1995}.
The numerical results indicate that the presence of M L
causes the bow shock to move outward from the planet
but not so far as observed at Venus during the period
of maximum solar activity. Some part of the outward
displacement of the bow shock from that Indicated (or
flows without ML thus appears to be accounted for. but
additional considerations are required to achieve a good
quantitative agreement with. the observational data >ci
Whether the main source of these differences arises lrom
shortcomings in the model itself or in the interpretation
of observational data remains uncertain, and is the _ub_ect
of continuing study.
It should be recalled in this regard that lhc ma,,_, t,)aclin,.:
model presented in this work concerns onlx the tc,_,
pickup due to photoionization. The negtect of other lou,
production processes such as proton-neutral charge ex-
change and impact _omzation could result _n under-
,:stimauons of the ion nroductlon rate. ,x:, a con,,,caucncc.
:he inciuslon of such additional Drocesse_ _ ouid undouDt-
-_ ~
K \lz_ra'_,_,_ anca R S Stemoifson .\umerlcal mooetinr, oi the solar vvm_ llqieractlnn 'a._In ,. t_':_Ll,,
.'_.llv Im.ltCatc ll'o r_o_ ,_mx.'k ;,,',.cdc_ I,lrthcr Irom trio
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